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Abstract
Today’s society and businesses depend more and more on IT systems and networks, in par-
ticular the internet. Companies increasingly run their communication and critical business
processes on systems connected to the internet or in the cloud. Using the internet for com-
munication and business processes has a lot of advantages, however, the internet also poses
threats to a business. Examples of threats would be: Nation-states trying to disrupt critical
infrastructures or stealing information, data leaks due to configuration shortcomings and a
lack of security measures, attacks using email messages (phishing), DDoS attacks, etcetera.

In contrast to the first and second recommendations of the Center of Internet Security,
many organisations and companies do not have a clear view of what is in their network.
The reason is that they tend to do that manually, which is a hard task. The manual task
is complicated, because networks tend to change, have many devices, system software gets
updated, etcetera. Therefore, a manual model quickly becomes outdated.

To keep a model of an infrastructure up to date, an automatic method of determining
which devices are on the network is needed. Detecting changes in the network becomes much
easier as a manual analysis is no longer required. This up to date inventory can be used to
create a model of the network, which can also help in preventing attacks.

In this research, we propose a method of automatically generating a model of an IT
infrastructure, to be used for cyber security analysis, from multiple sources. It covers the
process of selecting sources, such as network scanners, collecting and storing data from them
and merging the data into a final model. We created a proof of concept which implements
this process and it can successfully generate a model of a test infrastructure. The proof
of concept shows that it is possible to generate a model of an IT infrastructure, as well as
adding new sources to improve the resulting model.
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1 Introduction
Today’s society and businesses depend more and more on IT systems and networks, in par-
ticular the internet. Companies increasingly run their communication and critical business
processes on systems connected to the internet or in the cloud. Using the internet for com-
munication and business processes has a lot of advantages, however, the internet also poses
threats to a business. For example, the Dutch NCSC1 identifies several threats: Nation-
states trying to disrupt critical infrastructures or stealing information, data leaks due to
configuration shortcomings and a lack of security measures, attacks using email messages
(phishing), etcetera [36].

Well known examples of nation-states disrupting critical infrastructures are the NotPetya
attack in 2017 and Stuxnet in 2010. The NotPetya malware primarily dealt lots of damage
to companies and governments in Ukraine, but also other countries as collateral damage. It
is believed to be targeted at Ukraine and carried out by Russia [48][54]. Stuxnet was a worm
that targeted the nuclear program of Iran. It is believed to be created by the United States
and Israel [4].

Other risks include DDoS attacks and data leaks. A DDoS attack is a Distributed Denial
of Service attack, which uses lots of internet traffic, for example using a botnet, targeted
at a server to make it unavailable due to the enormous amount of traffic. For example, in
early 2018, multiple banks suffered from DDoS attacks [38][39][42]. In this case, the Dutch
newspaper ‘De Volkskrant’ found out that the DDoS attacks were performed, because ‘it was
funny’ and that the attacker, among others, also targeted the Dutch Tax Authority [16][40].
DDOS attacks are a large problem, because it disrupts services of the targeted company,
such as the banks mentioned. However, DDOS attacks are also used if the attackers do not
agree with (some actions of) the company or website they target. For those who do not have
the means to perform a DDOS attack themselves, there are services that offer to perform
DDOS attacks [55]. Such a service was also used by the attacker of the Dutch banks [16].

Data leaks can happen for various reasons. For example, Mariott International discovered
a data leak in 2018 and found out that the attackers had access to their systems since 2014
[32]. Sometimes, a data leak happens due to the information being publicly available by
mistake, as is the case with the data leak of a WiFi hotspot finder app [53].

Given the presence of lots of threats against an organisation’s infrastructure, they need
to protect their digital assets (information, systems, network, etc.). The Center for Internet
Security defines 20 controls to protect an organisation and data from known cyber attack
vectors [11]. The first control is “Inventory and Control of Hardware Assets”. The reasoning
behind this control is that new devices, which might not yet be properly configured, or
personal devices from employees, which are not always exclusively on the company network,
are good targets for an attacker to try and compromise a company’s network [12]. The
reasoning behind the second control, “Inventory and Control of Software Assets”, is as follows.
If software that can be installed and executed on devices in the network is not managed by
the organisation, attackers can use software that is not up to date or not even needed for
business purposes to compromise the host device and from there penetrate the network [13].
Especially for large organisations, having a good overview of hardware and software assets
is challenging due to a large number of devices.

In contrast to the first and second recommendations of the Center of Internet Security,
many organisations and companies do not have a clear view of what is in their network
[23][50][9]. However, cloud services tend to have an excellent overview of (virtual) devices

1Nationaal Cyber Security Centrum (National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism)
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and software in their network, as it is their core business to sell server space. The reason that
regular organisations do not have a clear view is that they tend to do that manually, which
is a hard task. The manual task is complicated, because networks tend to change, have
many devices, system software gets updated, etcetera. Therefore, a manual model quickly
becomes outdated. When there is no inventory when an attack is happening, it is not the
right time to do an inventory analysis to find the reason. Which device is compromised?
What software does it run? Who uses it? If the network contains a large number of devices,
these questions are hard to answer without having a proper inventory.

As security of systems and applications improves, attacks will become more and more
advanced. To protect themselves from threats, organisations have implemented security
measures and monitoring solutions. However, attackers always improve their attacks in order
to defeat the security of their targets. Nowadays, incident response is still based on humans,
who have to deal with lots of information about what is happening in an organisation. This
human factor needs time to comprehend what is going on and take measures to prevent any
damage. However, attacks like NotPetya and Stuxnet are automated. Humans can not keep
up with automated attacks. To be able to counteract such attacks, it has been suggested
that the security of an infrastructure should also be automated [21].

An automatic method of determining which devices are on the network is not only helpful
in establishing an inventory of what is on the network, but it can also be used to automatically
keep the inventory of the network up to date. Detecting changes in the network becomes
much easier as a manual analysis is no longer required. This up to date inventory can be
used to create a model of the network, which can help in preventing attacks. For example,
tools like SecuriCAD can be used to automatically assess the security of the network based
on a model [18]. It can be used to automatically check if the network violates any network
policies or it could be used to predict attack paths throughout the network. This enables
the security analyst to identify and fix weak points in the network.

This research was done at TNO and the research questions of this thesis were part of the
assignment and further specified during the research. At TNO, automated security analysis
is an important topic that is actively being worked on. Currently, TNO has developed a
prototype for calculating attack steps through a network, but the mock model of the demo
infrastructure currently available has to be manually made. The desire is to automate the
creation of the model in the prototype. A screenshot of this prototype is shown in figure 1.

Research questions

In this thesis we present a proof of concept of how a network can be automatically modelled
for cyber security analysis. The main point of interest of this thesis is how to create a model
based on multiple sources, to be used for cyber security analysis.

• How can a model of an IT infrastructure be automatically created?
• Are there sources available to collect enough data about an IT infrastructure?
• Is this data accurate and reliable?
• How can the information be retrieved and combined?

Another real question is whether the method to build such a model is usable or sufficient
for automated security analysis of an IT infrastructure? We would like to know whether it is
feasible to automatically gather information about an IT infrastructure and if it is possible
to collect enough information to perform automated security analysis.
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Figure 1: The TNO Cyber Security Decision Support tool

The main point of interest mentions that the model should be based on multiple sources.
This means that the method should be flexible in adding a new source. If we need information
from a new source, it should be possible to add a new source without much hassle. Is it
feasible to collect or merge the information in such a way that it does not matter where the
information comes from?

Because the intended goal of the method is cyber security analysis, it is relevant to be
able to go back in time and see what changed. Can we recreate a situation in the past based
on data from back then?

Finally, the method should be transparent. The mapping from multiple data sources to
a final model should not be ’magic’. Instead of a black box that does the mapping, the
process should be transparent. Is there a way for the method to be transparent, such that a
non-technical person could maintain the rules according to which the mapping takes place?

Intended uses of the model

The intended usage of the model in this thesis is automated cyber security analysis. Within
cyber security analysis, the model can be used to detect policy violations, predict weak points
in the network by simulating attacks, detect new/unknown devices, etcetera. However, the
model may also be useful outside the scope of cyber security, for activities such as inventory
management or improving the network topology.

A goal for TNO is to automate security of enterprise IT infrastructures. One way to do
this is to use a model of the infrastructure to calculate attack defence graphs. An attack
defence graph is a graph that shows the paths that end in a state where an attacker has
compromised the system or otherwise accomplished their goal [31]. In addition to only show-
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ing the paths, the attack defence graph also contains possible defences and uses information
about these defences to show probabilities of (sub)attacks succeeding. Attack defence graphs
can be used to find weaknesses in an IT infrastructure. Security analysts can use these attack
defence graphs to address these weaknesses.

In 2005, IBM introduced a control loop model as part of their autonomic computing
concept [30]. This model, called the MAPE-K reference model, consists of 4 functions:

• Monitor Collect details from managed resources and correlate them into symptoms
that can be analysed.
• Analyse Perform data analysis and reasoning on the acquired symptoms to determine

if changes are necessary.
• Plan Create or select a procedure to apply the desired changes.
• Execute Schedule and perform the necessary changes.

This model was created with fully autonomous systems in mind. The authors of [21]
recognised that organisations will be hesitant in having a fully autonomous system to re-
configure their IT infrastructure in response to threats or other security incidents. Because
the control loop can still be a reference for understanding what needs to be automated in
security operations, the authors adapted the control loop to include the roles of security
analysts and decision makers (figure 2).

The origin and impact of 
security vulnerabilities in 

ST chipsets

20April

Metamorfo campaigns 
targeting Brazilian users

 Analyzing Operation 
GhostSecret: attack seeks 
to steal data worldwide

24

Figure 1. Conceptual figure of the MAPE-K model with a “human in the loop”

Each step in the MAPE-K loop is characterised by 
specific automation potential and some of this potential 
is already addressed by present day market products. 
In the “monitor” stage, for instance, SIEM and similar 
solutions are widely employed to automate the 
collection and correlation of security events occurring 
in an organisation’s infrastructure. What’s more, 
the SOAR products outlined in the previous section 
allow playbook driven automation across the entire 
MAPE-K control loop. The task of understanding how 
a newly emerging threat affects an organisation’s 
infrastructure and business, and which Course of 
Action (CoA) would mitigate this threat (or an ongoing 
attack) most effectively, however, still relies heavily on 
expert appraisal. We believe that automation of such 
“analyse” and “plan” activities can enhance both the 
speed and the quality of security decision making. To 
this end we envisage the concept of a Security Decision 
Support environment that automatically assesses (a) 
how attacks might propagate through an organisation’s 
ICT infrastructure and (b) which Courses of Action 
(CoAs) could reduce the organisation’s exposure to 
such attacks most effectively. Such a tool would greatly 
relieve the analytics effort required from human 
experts and allow them to make more informed 
decisions on threat mitigation.

TNO’s approach to the Security Decision Support 
concept is to devise detailed models of enterprise 
ICT infrastructures and known attacker methods 
and subsequently (a) calculate and visualise how 
attacks could propagate through the network and (b) 
generate and assess potential Courses of Action that 
the organisation should consider in order to mitigate 
the threat. To achieve viable results, the infrastructure 

model needs to reflect the specifics of system and 
network configurations, the presence and configuration 
of security controls, communication flows permitted 
between nodes and assets, presence of any unresolved 
vulnerabilities etc. This poses something of a challenge, 
since organisations rarely possess an accurate and 
up to date inventory of all network devices and 
configuration data. In recent years, however, novel 
asset discovery tools have become available and as 
these evolve further we expect that they can feed the 
security decision support environment with much 
of the required infrastructure data. Meanwhile we 
should also recognise that appraising the effects of 
a potential Course of Action is not a solely technical 
matter. Factors to consider also include the impact 
on business processes and the costs of executing a 
particular mitigation strategy. Thus, to allow viable 
decision making, any technical attack and defence 
appraisal presented to the security analyst should 
be accompanied by appropriate business impact 
indicators. To this end, the security decision support 
environment will need to be made aware of core 
business processes and their dependency on specific 
ICT assets. 

The security decision support concept also lends 
itself well for embedding automated, autonomous 
security into an organization’s IT infrastructure. Here, 
we envisage the concept of an Advanced Security 
Architecture (ASA) that autonomously decides if a 
(user-requested) action (e.g. logging onto a workstation, 
installing a new application or accessing specific 
data) should be authorized or not. Within TNO’s 
ASA approach, this concept of automated security 
decision making is established through a so called Risk 

40 | European Cyber Security Perspectives 2019

Automated

Figure 2: Conceptual figure of MAPE-K model with a ‘human in the loop’ [21]

To be able to create such an automated security system, the system needs access to
information about the network in the monitoring stage and build a model for the analysis
stage. Therefore, the model needs to have information about all devices on the network,
as well as the software running on those devices, user information, etcetera. Moreover, the
automated model generation could also identify new systems or configuration changes in
the infrastructure. This may also trigger automated security analysis in order to determine
whether the changes introduces new vulnerabilities.

Thesis outline

Section 2 describes related work regarding automatically modelling of IT networks and infras-
tructures, section 3 describes our definition of a model of an IT infrastructure and relevant
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concepts, section 4 describes the methods that were used to arrive at a way to automati-
cally generate a model of an IT infrastructure and how it was validated, section 5 describes
how the data collection and mapping process was implemented using a prototype, section 6
describes the results of the presented method, section 7 concludes the thesis and section 8
gives an overview of future work that could improve the presented method.
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2 Related work
In the literature, we could not find much research about the subject of automatically gener-
ating a model of an ICT infrastructure. However, there have been efforts to establish such
a method or to identify the requirements for automatically generating a model.

The authors of [10] recognise that automatically collecting the required data and building
a model would decrease the effort of modelling and improve the data quality. The authors
propose a tool that can automatically instantiate a part of the CySeMoL [51] modelling
language elements based on results from the NeXpose2 vulnerability scanner.

The authors of [29] did a similar study and mapped the meta-model of Archimate3 to
the output of network scanners, in this case NeXpose. A limitation of this method, as well
as the previous one is that only one data source is used to generate the model.

Similarly, the authors of [57] recognise the need to automatically generate a model of
an IT infrastructure for security purposes. Instead of collecting data from one source, they
focus on collecting data from multiple sources. However, their study only uses data from
two sources and does not seem easily extendible.

In [20], the authors investigate requirements for automated enterprise architecture model
maintenance. They review literature on the subject and conduct a survey to find out whether
enterprise architecture automation is demanded in practice. Based on their literature review
and survey, they propose a list of requirements for a tool that facilitates automated enterprise
architecture maintenance.

The authors of [47] recognise the need to automatically create a model of an IT infras-
tructure as well as the need/usefulness of using multiple sources/tools to arrive at a model.
They present an extensive list of tools that can be used for this purpose. However, these
tools need manual modelling of the infrastructure at hand.

There are researchers who have developed a method to automatically create enterprise
topology graphs. In [6], the authors present a method to automatically create an enterprise
topology graph of an enterprise IT infrastructure. The authors define an enterprise topology
graph as ‘a graph capturing a fine-grained technical snapshot of the complete enterprise IT,
i. e., including all processes, services, software, infrastructure, and Cloud offerings as nodes,
as well as their relations and dependencies as edges’.

In [3], the authors present an algorithm for automated enterprise network topology dis-
covery. This algorithm is also capable of dealing with incomplete data and uncooperative
devices. In the real-world scenario where this algorithm was tested, it performed well.

The company Edgewise Networks offers a Data Flow Mapping in their Edgewise zero
trust platform, which shows data flows through the network [17]. They show the path (of
data) through the network, which hosts are talking to each other, which applications do the
talking, etcetera.

There is also a method of enhancing security testing via automated replication of IT-
asset topologies, as presented in [7]. The authors recognise that creating and maintaining a
test environment for security testing can be a cost-intensive task. They propose a method
that can automatically replicate a production environment in a virtual environment, where
security tests can be performed without disrupting business processes.

In contrast to some of the research mentioned here, we setup a method to automatically
generate a model of an IT infrastructure from multiple sources. Our method stores data
from these different sources in a database where it is snapshotted, such that one can ‘go

2Available at https://www.rapid7.com/products/nexpose/
3Available at https://www.archimatetool.com
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back’ in time. The data is then merged and a model is generated from the merged data.
We defined the model itself by creating a data model using Object Role Modelling, which is
semantically stable.

The solutions presented in the works above are good solutions on their own, however,
they do not provide what we are looking for in this thesis. We like to have an automatically
generated model of an IT infrastructure that combines information from different sources,
such that it can be used for automated security analysis.

Because we want more information than these solutions provide, these solutions could
be viewed as just another source. The proof of concept presented in this thesis combines
information from multiple sources and allows for more sources to be added. Therefore, these
solutions can be used to improve the automatically generated model.

This section describes related work that shows research that has been conducted by others
to solve the problem. The next section describes relevant techniques and solutions that are
available and can be used to solve the problem.
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3 Relevant concepts
This section provides an overview of the techniques that can be used for collecting data,
storing the data and merging the data. Section 3.1 describes the definition of a model of an IT
infrastructure and shows the structure of the remainder of this section. Section 3.3 describes
the different possibilities of collecting data about an IT infrastructure, section 3.4 describes
database types and their characteristics, which can be used for storing the data, section 3.5
describes strategies for merging data from different sources and section 3.6 describes what
kind of network architectures can be expected in corporate networks.

This section provides background information about the techniques and solutions that
are already available to solve this problem. If this information is already known to the
reader, this section may be skipped.

3.1 IT infrastructure model

The authors of [6] define an enterprise topology graph as ‘a graph capturing a fine-grained
technical snapshot of the complete enterprise IT, i. e., including all processes, services, soft-
ware, infrastructure, and Cloud offerings as nodes, as well as their relations and dependencies
as edges’.

In this thesis, the goal of the model is to capture a complete view of the enterprise IT
infrastructure at hand. Challenges are to determine which information is needed to be able
to create a model as well as which information is needed for the intended usage of the model.

The process of generating a model, as described below, is derived from the following
considerations and inspired by the Extract, Transform and Load process [34]. In this thesis,
we would like to generate a model from multiple sources. Because it is impossible to use
every possible source that may exist, a logical consequence is that a selection has to be made
of which sources to use.

Naturally, data has to be collected from the sources before it can be used. The require-
ment of being able to go back to a previous situation leads to the desire to save the collected
data in a database, such that there are snapshots of the data, which can be used to recreate
a past situation, possibly with new insights.

We would like to have one model of an IT infrastructure, because that allows us to reason
about the state of the infrastructure. We need to know what the target model looks like,
such that the process can be implemented to generate this target model. This means that we
need to know what should be in the model. The level of detail is dependent on the purpose
of the model. For example, a model for security purposes should contain information about
installed software patches, security related settings, etcetera. A model that is only used to
view a graph of communicating hosts does not need such a level of detail.

The proposed process of generating a model of an IT infrastructure consists of a few
steps. Once we know what data we need, we need to select sources to retrieve this data
from, collect the data and then use it to generate the model. Figure 3 shows a schematic
overview of what the process of automatically generating a model in this thesis looks like.

1. Selecting sources
To generate a model of an IT infrastructure, you need information about the infras-
tructure. To know which information you need, it is helpful to have a data model that
tells you wat you need. Section 3.2 discusses a data modelling technique to create a
semantically stable data model. Then, you can find sources that offer the required
data and choose one or more of them.
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2. Collection
The next step is to actually collect the data about the infrastructure. This involves
setting up the selected sources, collecting the information, adapting it to your needs,
etcetera. There are many different ways of collecting data about an infrastructure. It
is possible to use active or passive scanners, vulnerability scanners, agents, etcetera.
Section 3.3 provides background information about the different ways of collecting
data.

3. Storage
The collected data must be stored somewhere such that it can be used. There are
multiple types of database systems that can be used for storing the data. Section 3.4
describes different types of database systems and section 4.3 describes the process of
collecting and storing the data about the infrastructure and the databases used for
storing the collected data.

4. Generating model
To arrive at a model, the collected data must be used and merged to generate the
model. There are many strategies when it comes to merging data. Section 3.5 provides
an overview of a set of different strategies and section 4.4 describes which strategies
are used and how the the model is generated.

Collection

b

c

…

a

…

Storage

Generating model
Model 

n+1

Model 
n-2

Model 
n-1

Model 
n

Converting model

Tool 
x

Tool 
y

…

Figure 3: Process of automatically generating a model

3.2 Creating a data model

There are a lot of ways to collect information about a network. For each possible way
of collecting information, tools are available to collect that information as explained in
section 3.3.

First, you need to know what your final model should look like. One way of clearly
deciding on what you need or want to know is to create a data model of how the final IT
infrastructure model should look like. This way, you have a formal definition of how the
model should look like and which information is needed to generate the final model. Using
the data model, you can find tools that can scan the network and provide the required
information to generate the final IT infrastructure model. This section describes one way of
creating a data model for the final IT infrastructure model.

To create a data model, we followed the Conceptual Schema Design Procedure (CSDP)
[25]. CSDP is a procedure for conceptually designing an information system. The resulting
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data model is built using Object Role Modelling (ORM) [24] which is closely related to the
CSDP. ORM is a way of modelling based on factual statements about the domain that is
to be modelled. An advantage of using ORM is that it is semantically stable, which means
that extending the data model does not change anything except adding the new facts that
come with the new information.

First, examples from the Universe of Discourse are transformed into elementary facts. In
this case, the universe of discourse is an IT infrastructure. After having the facts and fact
types, constraints are added such that the data model only allows the information we are
interested in.

The remainder of this section provides an introduction to the Object Role Modelling
language to allow the reader to understand the data model. This section may be skipped if
ORM is already known to the reader.

Object Role Modelling

Figure 4 shows the main symbols that are used within the ORM data models in this thesis.
In ORM, the designer states facts, such as ‘Person has Name’. In this case, Person is an
entity type. Entities are described by facts and are depicted as in figure 4a. Name on the
other hand is a value type, as seen in figure 4b, which can be a string, a number, a date,
etcetera. An entity type can also have a reference scheme, that unique identifies the entity.
For a person, this could be a ‘personID’ or ‘socialSecurityNumber’. An entity type with
reference scheme looks like figure 4c.

Entity types are connected to each other or to value types using predicate. The simplest
predicate is the unary predicate, shown in figure 4e, which is a property that can be true
or false. An example fact that illustrates a boolean predicate is ‘Invoice is paid’. In this
case, the text ‘is paid’ comes in place of ‘R’. A predicate involving another entity or value
is depicted in figure 4f. Given the fact ‘Person drives/is driven by Car’, in figure 4f ’R’ is
replaced by ‘drives’ and ‘S’ is replaced by ‘is driven by’. This is written like this, because it
is possible to present a fact in two ways: ‘Person drives Car’ and ‘Car is driven by Person’.
If a predicate should only be read from right to left, an arrow is added as seen in figure 4g.
Additionally, if a role is mandatory, a purple circle is placed at one of the ends of the
connecting line, as seen in figure 4k.

Each predicate must also have a uniqueness constraint. Uniqueness constraints are de-
picted using a purple bar above a role, as seen in figure 4i. Uniqueness constraints can
also span over multiple rows. A uniqueness constraint states that instances of a role or a
combination of roles must be unique in the fact type population.

It is also possible to define an external uniqueness constraint, which allows the designer
to enforce a combination of roles from multiple predicates to be unique. figure 4j shows how
external uniqueness constraints look like. An external uniqueness constraint is connected to
the corresponding roles by a dotted line. When the external uniqueness constraint shows
two lines, it is a preferred external uniqueness constraint.

Within one ORM diagram, it can become too busy with entity types, value types and
roles. To avoid a crowded diagram, it is possible to create multiple separate diagrams.
Because entity types can occur in more than one diagram, ORM adds a shadow to those
entity and value types, to indicate that they occur in multiple places as seen in figure 4d
and in figure 4h for roles.

ORM also offers ring constraints, which indicate that a binary predicate is, from left to
right, top to bottom, irreflexive, asymmetric, antisymmetric, reflexive, intransitive, acyclic,
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Fig. 1. Main ORM graphic symbols 

Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
 

(a) Entity type
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Fig. 1. Main ORM graphic symbols 

Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
 

(b) Value type
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Fig. 1. Main ORM graphic symbols 

Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
 

(c) Entity with ref-
erence scheme
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Fig. 1. Main ORM graphic symbols 

Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
 

(d) Entity occur-
ring multiple times 
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Fig. 1. Main ORM graphic symbols 

Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
 

(e) Unary predicate
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Fig. 1. Main ORM graphic symbols 

Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
 

(f) Binary predicate
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Fig. 1. Main ORM graphic symbols 

Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
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Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
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Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
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Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
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Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
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Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
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Relationships used for preferred reference are called existential facts (e.g. there exists a country that has the country 
code ‘US’). The other relationships are elementary facts (e.g. The country with country code ‘US’ has a population 
of 301 000 000). The exclamation mark in symbol 4 declares that an object type is independent (instances may exist 
without participating in any elementary facts). Object types displayed in multiple places are shadowed (symbol 5). 
 
A fact type results from applying a logical predicate to a sequence of one or more object types. Each predicate 
comprises a named sequence of one or more roles (parts played in the relationship). A predicate is sentence with 
object holes, one for each role, with each role depicted as a box and played by exactly one object type. Symbol 6 
shows a unary predicate (e.g. … smokes), symbols 7 and 8 depict binary predicates (e.g. … loves …), and symbol 9 
shows a ternary predicate. Predicates of higher arity (number of roles) are allowed. Each predicate has at least one 
predicate reading. ORM uses mixfix predicates, so objects may be placed at any position in the predicate (e.g. the 
fact type Person introduced Person to Person involves the predicate “… introduced … to …”). Mixfix predicates allow natural 
verbalization of n-ary relationships, as well as binary relationships where the verb is not in the infix position (e.g. in 
Japanese, verbs come at the end). By default, forward readings traverse the predicate from left to right (if displayed 
horizontally) or top to bottom (if displayed vertically). Other reading directions may be indicated by an arrow-tip 
(symbol 8). For binary predicates, forward and inverse readings may be separated by a slash (symbol 7). Duplicate 
predicate shapes are shadowed (symbol 10).  
 
Roles may be given role names, displayed in square brackets (symbol 11). An asterisk indicates that the fact type is 
derived from one or more other fact types (symbol 12). If the fact type is derived and stored, a double asterisk is 
used (symbol 13). Fact types that are semi-derived are marked “+” (symbol 14). Internal uniqueness constraints, 
depicted as bars over one or more roles in a predicate, declare that instances for that role (combination) in the fact 
type population must be unique (e.g. symbols 15, 16). For example, a uniqueness constraint on the first role of Person 
was born in Country verbalizes as: Each person was born in at most one Country. If the constrained roles are not contiguous, a 
dotted line separates the constrained roles (symbol 16). A predicate may have many uniqueness constraints, at most 
one of which may be declared preferred by a double-bar (symbol 17). An external uniqueness constraint shown as a 
circled uniqueness bar (symbol 18) may be applied to two or more roles from different predicates by connecting to 
them with dotted lines. This indicates that instances of the role combination in the join of those predicates are 
unique. For example, if a state is identified by combining its state code and country, an external uniqueness 
constraint is added to the roles played by Statecode and Country in: State has Statecode; State is in Country. Preferred 
external uniqueness constraints are depicted by a circled double-bar (symbol 19).  
 

(l) Ring constraints

Figure 4: Subset of main ORM graphic symbols [24]

intransitive and acyclic, or intransitive and asymmetric. Some of these constraints can also
be combined. They are connected to the corresponding predicate by a dotted line.

3.3 Collecting data

There are several options for collecting data about devices in the network. Two network
scanning strategies are active and passive scanners. In case of managed devices, a feasible
option is having an agent on each device that reports information about the device. Fur-
thermore, a management system, which is used to keep an inventory of the infrastructure
and monitor services in the infrastructure can also be a good source. Sections 3.3.1 to 3.3.4
describe the following topics. Additionally, section 3.3.5 describes obstacles that can be
encountered when collecting data about an infrastructure.

• Active scanners
• Passive scanners
• Agents
• Management systems

3.3.1 Active scanners

Active scanners initiate communication, e.g. by sending a request or a special packet, with
a device and use the response to deduce particular information about the device. They use
the response to determine whether a device exists and, depending on the capabilities of the
scanner, what operating system and software it runs. Determining the OS and software can
also be done later, using a different kind of request or packet. Usually, the input is a list
of all IP addresses or subnets to scan. An example could be merely pinging the IP address.
Figure 5 shows a schematic of how an active scanner works.

As active scanners send network traffic to devices in the network, each device should be
able to handle this traffic. However, this is not necessarily the case. All systems can crash
due to malformed of unexpected packets, but Industrial Control Systems typically expect
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network traffic in a specific way and are more likely to crash due to active network scanners
[60].

There are several different things that active scanners can do. For example, active scan-
ning can be used to do port scans, vulnerability scans, device fingerprinting, etc.

Active 
scanner

Response

Request

Figure 5: Schematic overview of an active scanner

Port Scanning Port scanning is the process of checking which ports are open on a host.
There are multiple ways to check whether a port is open. One way of checking whether a
port is open is to connect to the port, i.e. open a connection and after it is established, close
it immediately [44].

Another way, also called a half-open scan, is to start opening a connection and as soon
as the target responds with an acknowledgement packet, the scanner sends an RST packet
(reset), effectively closing the connection before it was fully set up.

A third way is a stealth scan. With this type scan, the packets sent to ports are configured
in such a way that they go unnoticed, the receiving host will not log them. The scanner
can send a FIN packet (finish, used for terminating a connection) and uses the response to
determine whether a port is open or not [41]. However, intrusion detection systems can be
configured to detect these types of scans nowadays.

Device Fingerprinting Device fingerprinting is the process of determining the software
that runs on a discovered host. If this is done actively, the scanner sends packets to the
target host and uses the response to try and find out the operating system or software that
is running on the target. Most operating systems respond differently to certain requests.
These specific characteristics can ben used to guess which operating system is running on a
host. This is called TCP fingerprinting, which is also used by Nmap4.

Vulnerability scanning A vulnerability scanner, such as Nessus5, scans the network for
vulnerabilities. It scans for devices on the network and determines the operating system and
software that is running on a host. Using signatures of vulnerabilities, it can verify whether
a host has vulnerabilities [28].

There are several approaches to finding vulnerabilities, both active and passive. Active
scanning involves polling devices in the network and determining what software they run,
etcetera. There are many approaches, for example, vulnerabilities can be found by trying to
see if they exist without disrupting the device, but also by exploiting the vulnerability.

Furthermore, there are authenticated and unauthenticated scans. During an authenti-
cated scan, the vulnerability scanner is given the credentials of the hosts in the network,
giving the scanner the opportunity to login to the hosts and then determine the running
software and vulnerabilities.

4Available at https://nmap.org (Open Source)
5Available at https://www.tenable.com/products/nessus/nessus-professional (Commercial)
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3.3.2 Passive scanners

Passive scanners, such as Senrio6 and Ettercap7, are limited to sniffing network traffic. As
a result, a passive scanner only detects a host when it sends or receives network traffic. If
a host does not generate traffic while the passive scanner is sniffing, it will not be detected.
Figure 6 shows how a passive scanner can intercept traffic.

Another limitation is that a passive scanner can only see the data that travels along the
connection that the scanner is sniffing. To detect devices throughout the entire network,
one must place passive scanners at key points in the network, such that all network traffic
is likely to be picked up by on of the passive scanners.

A problem for passive scanners is a switched network8. As a switch directs traffic only
to the ports that the traffic is intended for, host-to-host traffic will not travel past a passive
scanner unless the scanner is in between the two hosts. This problem could be solved by
using managed switches, which can send all traffic to a monitoring port [62].

As passive scanners do not generate network traffic themselves (for detection purposes),
they can be safely used in a network that contains industrial control systems.

Passive scanners can be used for different purposes, such as intrusion detection, vulner-
ability scanning, device fingerprinting, etc.

Passive
scanner

Traffic

Figure 6: Schematic overview of a passive scanner

Device fingerprinting If device fingerprinting is done passively, it can only use the traffic
to try and deduce what operating system a device runs. A downside to passively fingerprint-
ing devices is that it is always limited by the available traffic on the network, which makes
the process slower and potentially less accurate than active OS fingerprinting.

Part of device fingerprinting is determining the operating system that runs on the host.
This can be done in different ways. According to [33], simulating network congestion can give
information about the running operating system due to differences in packet retransmission.
Analysing DHCP traffic from a host can also indicate which operating system is running on
the host.

Intrusion Detection Systems Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs), such as Snort9, try
to detect intrusions by monitoring network traffic and identifying certain patterns that could
indicate an attack, unauthorised access to (devices in) the network, etcetera. Such an attack
can, depending on the circumstances, be detected as it is happening or after the attack has
finished.

6Available at https://senr.io/products.html#discovery (Commercial)
7Available at http://www.ettercap-project.org (Open Source)
8For a detailed description of the inner workings of switches, refer to [52].
9Available at https://www.snort.org (Open Source)
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There are two types of intrusion detection: signature based detection and anomaly detec-
tion [5]. Signature based detection uses previous knowledge about attacks to detect them.
However, as it uses signatures of existing, known attacks, it cannot detect new attacks.

Anomaly detection is able to detect new attacks, as it observes the network traffic,
establishing a baseline of what is normal traffic. Afterwards, it detects anomalies in network
traffic, e.g. a device communicating with another device, which it has never done before,
which could be (part of) an attack.

The relevance of an intrusion detection system lies in the fact that it is already scanning
all network traffic as it is a passive scanner. If an intrusion detection system is already
available, using a separate sniffer is not needed, as the IDS can provide the same information
as a sniffer, apart from the extra information about intrusions that the IDS provides.

Vulnerability scanning There are several approaches to finding vulnerabilities, both
active and passive. A passive vulnerability scanner must be able to extract vulnerability
information from the network traffic it sniffs. As it can only get the information from the
traffic it intercepts, this is a harder task than actively scanning for vulnerabilities. However,
if active scanning is not possible for some reason, passively scanning for vulnerabilities can
be useful.

3.3.3 Agents

For devices that a company has under control, such as desktop workstations in an office,
servers, etcetera, the company can install an agent on those systems that report the relevant
information about the system. This can be a custom agent or an agent that is part of a
system that collects information about the infrastructure. The agent can also be part of the
SNMP protocol, which is described at the end of this section.

Running an agent on devices in the network is an excellent way to collect information
about the device, as the agent has access to all information about the system and as such
is the most reliable source. However, the need for other sources, such as network scanners,
is still present as it may be impossible to install the agent on all devices. Think of phones
and laptops of employees (BYOD), systems that do not allow extra programs installed or
Internet of Things devices.

Although an agent is reliable because it has access to all information about the device it
is running on, it may miss something. Think of an application that was not installed using
the package manager, but compiled and executed in the background. If the agent only pulls
a list of software from the package manager, the locally compiled application is not detected.

Collection 
server

PC

Agent

Data

Figure 7: Schematic overview of how an agent sends data to a central collection server

There also exists another option, which is executing a script on a host that needs to be
identified and have the result uploaded to the system managing the collected information.
This process is schematically seen in figure 7. The advantage of this approach is that it is not
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needed for the collection server to be able to see all devices it needs to collect information
from. If the devices report to the collection server themselves, only those devices need to
know about the location of the collection server.

Simple Network Management Protocol SNMP is a protocol that can be used for
monitoring managed devices. In a network where SNMP is used, there are one or more
managers, which are responsible for querying devices and responding to events from those
devices. Each managed device runs an agent that can be asked to return information about
the device. In case of errors, the agent can (asynchronously) send a message to the manager
[19].

This protocol is widely supported by many devices and manufacturers, ranging from
workstations to routers and switches and IP phones. Using this protocol could be beneficial
compared to writing a custom agent. As an example, it is used by Observium10, which is a
tool for monitoring devices.

A similar principle (excluding changing settings on the agents) is used in an SNMP
alternative called System Center Operations Manager11, developed by Microsoft.

3.3.4 Management systems

Management systems can be a good source for information, as seen schematically in figure 8.
For example, a type of management system that is likely to be present within an organisation
is a monitoring tool. Monitoring tools, such as Nagios12, are used to, as the name suggests,
monitor systems. They can be used to send a message to the system administrator when a
server goes down.

Management systems usually contain a list of at least the most important devices in the
infrastructure. This list can be used for an active scanner to detect the running operating
system and running services.

When the management system also monitors running services, it can also provide infor-
mation about what services are running, which makes it a good source for building a model
of the infrastructure.

PC-1234 192.168.0.3
PC-1235 192.168.0.26
PC-1236 192.168.0.31
PC-1237 192.168.0.5
PC-1238 192.168.0.110

Query
Management 

server
DB

Figure 8: Schematic overview of how a management system could be used

In addition to management systems, basic network protocols such as DHCP and DNS can
also be used to locate devices in the infrastructure. A DHCP server hands out IP addresses
and maintains a list of used addresses, which can be used by an active scanner. A DNS
server has a list of names that resolve to IP addresses, which can also be used by an active
scanner, given that the IP addresses are part of the infrastructure.

10Available at https://www.observium.org (Open Source)
11https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cloud-platform/system-center
12Available at https://www.nagios.org
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3.3.5 Obstacles

When scanning the network, there are situations and techniques that may make it more
difficult to find all devices in the infrastructure or collect information from them. This section
lists obstacles that can be encountered when collecting information about an infrastructure.

VLAN Problems arise when Virtual LANs13 are used, as traffic destined for a device in a
certain VLAN will not be sent to a device that is not part of that VLAN. Therefore, when
using passive scanners, the scanner will only receive traffic within its own VLAN. Similarly,
an active scanner can only probe devices within its own VLAN. This is an issue that should
not be overlooked, as it can result in useful data going undetected.

To overcome this obstacle, the active and passive scanners must be part of all VLANs or
there must be a separate scanner per VLAN.

NAT Network Address Translation14 could also cause problems in scanning the network.
Even though it should not happen, although running a virtual machine will often also use
NAT, if someone were to setup a network behind a NAT, the hosts on that subnetwork will
not be discovered by scanning software. In fact, all traffic from those hosts will appear to
originate from one IP address.

To discover these hosts, the scanner should be aware of the NAT and treat the corre-
sponding IP address as a subnetwork. To collect information about the hosts behind the
NAT, a scanner could be setup behind the NAT, such that the hosts can also be detected or
the NAT logs could be used to identify the hidden hosts. In case of virtual machines, there
should be a scanner within the internal virtual network to identify all virtual machines.

VPN Virtual Private Networks allow users to connect to the network from anywhere in the
world by creating a secure tunnel between the device and the network. However, detecting
devices connected via a VPN might not work as well as local devices. For example, without
proper configuration, broadcast packets may not be sent over the VPN.

Actively checking the IP range used by the VPN server could be used to detect all devices
connected through a VPN as well as using the VPN logs to reliably detect connected hosts.

Devices without agents Some tools make use of agents or remote access to detected
hosts. Having extensive access to a device allows for collecting a lot of data which is accurate,
due to being collected directly at the source. However, there can be various reasons why
running an agent is not possible. For example, people can bring their own devices, which do
not run an agent to the network or an Industrial Control System can be part of the network,
but does not support running an agent, etcetera.

When such access, using an agent, to a device at hand is not possible, the collected
information becomes inaccurate, due to having to guess what operating system and other
software is running on the host or because some information can not be collected without
extensive access.

Unfortunately, there is not a trivial way to overcome this obstacle, other than installing
an agent on devices that do not yet have one. If this is not possible, it could be an option to
record the relevant information about these devices in a management system or to use less
accurate information from other sources, such as an active scanner.

13For a detailed description about VLANs, refer to [52].
14For a detailed description about NAT, refer to [52].
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Unavailable information Some information may be unavailable. For example, if needed
information about a device is not of a technical nature, this information could simply be
non-existent. In this case, the information must be provided manually. Examples of this
type of information include the function a device offers, its physical location, etcetera.

Uncertainties and errors It may happen that one scanner has a different observation
about a device than another scanner. E.g. scanner A reports that a host runs Windows and
scanner B reports that that host runs Linux. The obstacle is that one of them is wrong and
it is a challenge to find out which one is wrong.

This problem could be solved by giving the sources a different amount of trust. In a
simple setup, one could always trust scanner B to provide to correct answer and resort to
scanner A if B does not have the requested information. However, this is just one example
strategy. See section 3.5 for more information about merging data from conflicting sources.

3.4 Storing data

There are different types of database systems. Amongst others, the main distinction is
between relational database management systems (RDBMS) and NoSQL databases. This
section describes relational databases and four different types of NoSQL databases.

Relational databases A relational database consists of tables or relations. The definition
of a relation defines what the data looks like, e.g. what each column contains, but not the
data itself. Each row or tuple is an instance of the relation [26].

Usually, the data in a relational database is normalised, such that there is no data
duplication or as little as possible. This can result in many small relations, which depend on
each other to retrieve all information about an entity, such as a customer, in the database.
Relational databases satisfy the ACID principles [49].

Column-oriented databases Column-oriented databases, such as Cassandra15, consist
of tables where the data is not stored according to row, but according to columns. Tradi-
tional row-based databases are fast in writing as they can write an entire row away quickly.
However, in reading data, column-based databases have an advantage, as columns that are
not needed for a query do not need to be accessed and therefore, the data will not be read.

Another advantage that column-oriented databases have is the efficiency of aggregation.
For example, calculating the sum of a column in a row-store is expensive, as each row has to
be accessed individually and the corresponding value has to be extracted. In a column-store
however, only the column is needed and the ‘sum’ can walk over the values and sum them.

Column-oriented databases also have an advantage when compressing data. Compression
of row-based storage is relatively difficult as the data in a row is not necessarily similar, whilst
in column-based storage, the data within a column usually is similar and can be compressed
more easily [27].

Document-based databases This type of database stores data in collections of docu-
ments. For example, for an application with users, there would be a collection called users
and each user would be stored as a document. Such a document could be a JSON object or
an XML object.

15Available at https://cassandra.apache.org (Open Source)
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In document based databases, such as MongoDB16, a collection usually contains docu-
ments that describe a similar entity, such as the users collection mention above. However,
it is not required to have the same sort of documents within a collection.

Typically, although not required, the documents are similar, but not every document
must have the same properties. It is up to the programmer to decide how and where to store
objects [1][35].

A document can, next to properties, also contain arrays or nested documents. An example
would be movie documents containing an array of actors. This may result in actors being
defined in multiple places (movies), but in contrast to relational databases, document-based
do not support join operations. Therefore, it is necessary if one wants to avoid implementing
join-like operations within the application.

However, there is nothing that prevents the programmer to use ID’s to identify docu-
ments, have a separate actor collection and give each movie an array of actor ID’s.

Key-Value databases These databases store data in a hashmap type structure where
data is identified by a key, which points to the value. The value can be anything and holds
the data. This type of database is essentially just a two-column table with a ‘key’ column
and a ‘value’ column. Usually, the key column is integer or string/binary and the value
column is string/binary [37].

Key-Value databases, such as Redis17 and memcached18, can be in-memory or persistent
on disk. If the database is in-memory, it is usually used for caching. If the database is stored
on disk, the data is persistent.

These databases are convenient when an application has entities that are uniquely iden-
tifiable by some ID, such as sessions or shopping carts [2].

Graph databases This type of database can be used to store relations between entities.
An example would be who starred in movies and who directed those movies.

Relational databases can also be used to store such relations and using ‘joins’, one can
query this information. However, regular RDBMS are not suited for graph traversal [56].
SQL does not provide a way of traversing a graph other than performing multiple joins. The
deeper the graph traversal, the more joins are needed. However, it is not possible to traverse
the entire graph, as it is unknown how deep the traversal goes and therefore, how many joins
are needed.

Graph databases solve this problem and provide an intuitive way of storing graph data
and querying it. They provide the possibility to add vertices and relations and traverse the
graph according to criteria or to just traverse x depths from a vertex to see neighbouring
vertices and relations (for example: all movies a person starred in and all the costars and
directors, which is 2 levels deep).

This type of database stores data in the form of a graph. The vertices are objects holding
data and the edges represent the relations between these objects (vertices).

Multi-storage type databases In addition to the types of databases mentioned above, or
rather in extension to them, there are multi-storage type databases or multi-model databases.
When an application requires multiple types of databases, e.g. a graph database and a
document-based database, the developer needs to maintain two different databases. As the

16Available at https://www.mongodb.com (Open Source)
17Available at https://redis.io (Open Source)
18Available at https://www.memcached.org (Open Source)
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different databases have their own requirements, this may be challenging. Furthermore,
keeping data consistent across the different database can also be challenging [45].

Databases which support different models are created to solve these issues. Internally,
these database systems may use different storage techniques. For example, ArangoDB uses
a document store where its data is stored [46].

3.5 Merging data

To merge data from different sources, data fusion can be used [58] as well as a process similar
to the steps in [57].

Data fusion is the process of fusing data from multiple sources into one dataset. There are
a few possibilities when having data from multiple sources. The data can be complementing,
e.g. for an entity x from source A, source B can contain information that wasn’t known yet
about x. Complementing fusion aims to make the data more complete.

The data can also be competitive. This means that the data is conflicting, e.g. source A
and B both say something about x, but only one of them is correct. The challenge is how to
choose which source to believe. Competitive fusion aims to improve accuracy of the data.

Finally, the data can also be cooperative, meaning that the data from both sources allows
us to infer new data.

3.5.1 Information fusion

The data that is collected about an ICT infrastructure is not raw data, like data from sensors.
It is higher level data that is mostly not numerical. Therefore, the data merging process is
best described with the concept of information fusion. In information fusion, there are two
types of inconsistencies [8]: schematic inconsistencies and data inconsistencies.

Schematic inconsistencies The first type of inconsistencies is about the data structure.
It contains issues like a data source knowing attribute a about an entity where another data
source does not collect information about a (think of data source 1 knowing the operating
system of a device and data source 2 does not, but it does know the location of the device).
Another issue is when the same attributes have different names (think of data source 1
having a column ‘IP Address’ and data source 2 having a column ‘ipaddress’).

Schematic inconsistencies should already be solved in the data storing process, as the
data should be stored in a generic data model. It is not useful to work with the data in its
original form. Having a generic data model dictating how to store the data enables easier
access to the collected data that is to be merged.

Data inconsistencies The other type of inconsistencies is data inconsistencies. These
inconsistencies are about two sources having data about an entity, but they don’t have the
same data. Where schematic inconsistencies involve the data structure, data inconsistencies
involve the data itself. In solving data inconsistencies, one can encounter three scenarios:
both sources say the same (i.e. no conflict at all), there are uncertainties and there are
contradictions.

Uncertainties Uncertainties are found when given an attribute, there is at least one
source that knows the value and others do not. This is a conflict between one or more
‘NULL’ values and at least one ‘non-NULL’ value.
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A ‘NULL’ value is usually used to indicate a value is unknown. It might also be used
to indicate the attribute is not applicable for the given entity.

Solving a conflict with ‘NULL’ values is easier than solving contradictions.

Contradictions A contradiction happens when two or more sources claim different
values for an attribute of an object. The reasons for contradictions can be typo’s, seman-
tics (e.g. multiple ways to describe the same thing (‘Microsoft Windows 7’ vs ‘Windows
7’)), one source being outdated, etcetera.

3.5.2 Information fusion strategies

The authors of [8] identify several strategies for merging data with uncertainties and conflicts.
These strategies themselves fall into three categories as outlined below.

Conflict ignorance Strategies that fall under this category do not decide about the con-
flicts at all. They do not need information about conflicts as it is not used. Two strategies
in this category are Pass it on and Consider all possibilities.

Pass it on With this strategy, the conflicting value are simply passed to another party,
for example the user or some other application, which has to make the decision.

Consider all possibilities Using this strategy, all possible values (as given by the
sources) are given. Effectively, instead of choosing a value, this strategy just chooses all
of them.

Conflict avoidance Strategies that fall under this category, as the name suggests, do not
solve conflicts directly. These strategies make the decision of whether to handle conflicts
and how before inspecting the values. Because the decision is not made while inspecting the
values, these strategies are computationally more efficient.

Take the information This strategy basically takes the information that is available
and ignores information that is not available. This essentially means that ‘NULL’ values
are ignored and when there is an uncertainty (conflict between ‘NULL’ and ‘NON-NULL
’ values), the ‘NON-NULL’ value automatically ‘wins’. This strategy does not however
take conflicts into account and therefore is only applicable to situations that have only
uncertainties and no contradictions.

No gossiping This strategy is quite simple. The idea is that if there are inconsistencies
and no ‘protocol’ to solve them, why not ignore them. This strategy only results into sure
facts, i.e. information that all sources agree on and all inconsistencies, both uncertainties
and contradictions are simply ignored.

Even though this looks like a conflict ignorance strategy, it is not as it is aware of the
conflicts and actively makes the decision to ignore them.
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Trust your friends This strategy bases its decision of what to do with conflicts on
someone else. The idea is that someone else decides what the correct value or strategy
is, the trustworthy sources are decided up front and the strategy applies that decision to
all data values it encounters.

This decision can be made by the user, but could also be made automatically, for ex-
ample based on which source is the most reliable source or the largest, cheapest, etcetera.
The decision can also be made by an algorithm as illustrated in [59].

Conflict resolution Strategies that fall under this category resolve conflict by regarding
all metadata and data values before making a decision. As expected, this is computationally
more expensive than strategies in the aforementioned strategies.

There are two forms of strategies in this category: deciding strategies and mediating
strategies. Deciding strategies choose a value from the values that are delivered by the
sources. This decision can be based on only the data values or also on the metadata, just
as conflict avoiding strategies. Mediating strategies try to mediate. Therefore, they might
arrive at a value that is not among the available values. They might create a new value.

Cry with the wolves This strategy is based on majority voting. This means that
the strategy assumes that correct values are more persistent that false values. Therefore,
it will choose the value that is reported by the majority of the sources. To break ties,
additional criteria are needed.

Roll the dice This strategy just picks a random value from all the available ones. If
there is no information that could help in choosing the right value, picking a random
one is a good choice, anyone of them could be correct. As this strategy is basically no
more than generating a random number and picking a corresponding value, this strategy
is computationally cheap.

Meet in the middle This strategy is a mediating one. It tries to find a value in the
middle that is as close as possible to all the others. This value does not necessarily exist
yet among the possible values. Besides the median, as described here, another example
includes taking the average.

Keep up to date This strategy assumes that the most recent values are more trust-
worthy than older values. This requires that sources also report when they established
their values.

3.6 Network Architectures

A common campus network architecture that is used for corporate networks is a 3-tier or
2-tier hierarchical architecture. [14] On a campus there are often multiple buildings that
need to be connected to each other and the outside world. For these types of businesses, a
3-tier network is suitable, as well as for large office buildings with multiple floors/areas/wings
and a lot of employees. For small businesses or buildings, a 2-tier network is more suitable.
Figure 9 shows a comparison between how a 3-tier and 2-tier network look like.
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Figure 9: Schematic view of 3- and 2-tier networks [15]

3.6.1 3-tier network architecture

A 3-tier network architecture has 3 layers: the access layer, the distribution layer and the
core layer. Each of these layers has its own function and purpose as explained below.

Access layer The access layer is the first layer of the 3-tier architecture and is the layer
that all devices, such as PCs, printers, etcetera, connect with. In an office building, the
access layer contains amongst other the ethernet plugs in the walls, as well as the wireless
networking access points.

Distribution layer The distribution layer sits between the access layer and the core layer.
Its function is to aggregate the access switches and manage traffic within the combination
of access and distribution layer (i.e. it manages traffic flows from end devices in the access
layer). The distribution layer also has to connect the access layer to the core layer. Effec-
tively, it keeps traffic from the access layer that does not need to go outside away from the
core layer.

Core layer The core layer is the backbone of the network. It provides connectivity between
the different parts of the network. In the case of a campus, each building would have its
own distribution and access layer and the core layer provides the connection between the
buildings as well as access to the internet. If the core is down, the network is down and
therefore, the core must be setup redundantly such that if one component goes down, the
others can take over until the component is repaired or replaced and working again.

3.6.2 2-tier network

In a 2-tier network, which is suitable for small buildings or businesses, the core and distri-
bution layers are combined, such that there are only an access layer and a core/distribution
layer.
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3.6.3 Network topologies

There are several different network topologies that one can use to setup a network. Choosing
the right topology is important to setup a good network. The list below shows some basic
network topologies [61].

• Bus topology
A network based on the bus topology uses a common backbone (cable) for commu-
nication. Each host is connected to the backbone and can see all traffic on the bus.
Hosts ignore traffic that is not meant for them. This topology was used in the early
days of networking, but nowadays it is obsolete.

• Ring topology
Using ring topology, all computers in the network are forming a ring. Each host as
two connections, one to each of its two neighbours. The traffic goes in one direction
from source to destination. Each host in between will just retransmit incoming traffic
to the other connection unless the host itself is the destination. Adding and removing
hosts to/from the network interrupts the network as it cannot function when the ring
is not closed. This topology is therefore hard to maintain and therefore also obsolete.

• Star topology
In a star network, there is one central hub, which connects to every other host in the
network. All communication from the hosts in the network must pass through the
central hub. If this central hub is not a switch, this topology basically acts as a bus
topology. If the central hub is a switch, the network functions as a star network.

• Tree topology
This topology is merely an extension to the star topology. The original star topology
has not only hosts connected to the central hub/switch, but each of the hosts can again
be the central hub/switch of a ‘sub’-star network.

• Mesh topology
In a mesh network, there exist multiple routes to connect to another device. For
example, if host A has a connection with host B, they can communicate with each
other. However, if this connection breaks, they can still communicate with each other
via host C, provided there exists a path via host C.

Which topologies are used within corporate networks?

The 2- and 3-tier hierarchies described above work with an access layer where end devices
connect to the network. This is mostly done using switches [22], therefore in the access
layer, a star network topology is common. In the distribution and core layers, availability is
important and the nodes in those layer are setup redundantly. As the network must recover
to using a backup node when a primary node fails, the distribution and core layer nodes are
interconnected. These layers make use of a mesh topology, which can be fully connected.

3.7 Summary

As shown in this section, there are lots of technologies available to use for automatically
generating a model of an IT infrastructure. It is possible to use active scanners to probe
devices for information, passive scanners to capture network traffic, agents to have full access
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to devices and collect information directly on the device, management systems to gather
(possible non-technical) information about devices.

Collected information can be stored in different types of databases, such as relational
databases. There are also NoSQL databases, such as column-oriented databases, key-value
databases, document-oriented databases, graph databases, etcetera. There are also databases
which combine different types of NoSQL databases.

There are many different types of merging techniques, ranging from simple techniques to
choose data from a source over another, such as asking some other party to decide, to more
involved techniques, which look at the data, such as choosing the most recent value or take
a mean value.

The next section discusses which techniques and methods are used in the proposed
method of automatically generating a model of an IT infrastructure.
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4 Methods
This section describes the techniques and methods that are used to generate a model of an
infrastructure and also why these specific techniques and methods are chosen. Section 4.2
describes the data model that shows how the final IT infrastructure model should look like,
section 4.3 how the sources can be used and describes the database systems that can be used
for the data and which database systems are actually chosen and section 4.4 describes the
merging process that is used and how the model is generated.

4.1 Proposed process of generating the model

This sections describes the proposed process of generating a model of an IT infrastructure. It
reuses the structure from section 3.1. Figure 10 shows a schematic overview of the proposed
method.

1. Creating data model
To generate a model of an IT infrastructure, you need information about the infras-
tructure. To know which information you need, it is helpful to have a data model
that tells you wat you need. Section 4.2 describes the data model that we created for
the final IT infrastructure model. Based on the information that is needed from the
infrastructure, sources can be selected to provide the requested information.

2. Collection and storage
The next step is to actually collect the data about the infrastructure. This involves
setting up the selected sources, collecting the information, cleaning and filtering the
data, etcetera. The collected data must be stored somewhere such that it can be
used. Section 4.3 describes the process of collecting and storing the data about the
infrastructure and the databases that are suitable for storing the collected data.

3. Generating model
To arrive at a model, the collected data must be used and merged to generate the
model. Section 4.4 describes the proposed merging process.
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Figure 10: Proposed process of automatically generating a model
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4.2 Data model

This section describes what the data model for the final IT infrastructure model looks like.
The goal of the model is indispensable in determining what information to include in the
model. As the question in this thesis is not about a specific use case of the model but more
about whether it is feasible to build a model of an IT infrastructure, the model is a proof of
concept and therefore, the model is concise.

The model contains information about the network that a device is in, what operating
system type and software types it runs and the communications between applications. To
store the model and to reason about it, we need to know what it looks like. For this purpose,
we created a data model describing the entities in the model and how they are related to
each other.

The data model is explained in section 4.2.1, which describes connections of devices,
section 4.2.2, which describes facts about devices, such as software types run by devices and
section 4.2.3, which describes interconnections between applications on the network.

4.2.1 Connections

In an infrastructure, devices are typically connected to a network. In a larger infrastructure,
devices are often connected to VLANs to separate groups of devices from each other. In the
data model, these VLANs are denoted as VirtualNetwork. The notion of a virtual network
is used due to the fact that most companies use VLANs in their network to separate hosts
into distinct groups or departments. If VLANs are not used, there is just one ‘virtual’
network.

Apart from being connected to a virtual network, devices (denoted as Device) usually
offer some function (Function). (such as a web server or an email server, etcetera). The
router is a special kind of device and is denoted as GatewayDevice. These connections are
described by the following facts and can be seen in figure 11.

• Device is connected to VirtualNetwork
• Device offers Function
• VirtualNetwork has Label
• Each GatewayDevice is an instance of Device

Device
(.id)

VirtualNetwork
(.id)

GatewayDevice

Function
(.name)

Label

Subnet

is connected to

offers

has

has

Figure 11: Data model of connections in an infrastructure
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4.2.2 Device facts

The data model also contains information about devices themselves. Devices run an oper-
ating system, which has a certain version and name. Additionally, devices run application,
which also have a version and a name.

These relations are depicted in figure 12. Each device runs an operating system, which is
denoted as OperatingSystemType. The data model only has a notion of a type of operating
system as information about an instance of an operating system does not add value to the
model. The same holds for applications, which are denoted as ApplicationType. Both
OperatingSystemType and ApplicationType have a name and a version. The combina-
tion of name and version are used to identify the application or operating system type, as
indicated by the external uniqueness constraint.

Device
(.id)

OperatingSystemType

Name

Version

ApplicationType !

Name

Version

Function
(.name)

IPAddress

Name

Name

Name

runs

has

has

runs

has

has

has Family-

fulfils

has

has Host-

has Group-

Figure 12: Data model of device facts

In addition to having a name and a version, an OperatingSystemType is part of an
OperatingSystemFamily. An operating system family can be Windows, Unix, et cetera.
This information can be useful to make assumptions about security issues, as a specific
vulnerability could for example only impact Windows based operating systems.

As mentioned in section 4.2.1, a device offers a function. The functions offered by a device
are usually made possible by an application. Therefore, the data model has the relation that
an ApplicationType fulfils a Function.

• Device runs ApplicationType
• Device runs OperatingSystemType
• ApplicationType has Name
• ApplicationType has Version
• ApplicationType fulfils Function
• OperatingSystemType has Name
• OperatingSystemType has Version
• OperatingSystemType is part of OperatingSystemFamily
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4.2.3 Interconnections

The data model should also model the connections between devices, as these connections are
interesting for security purposes in the final model of the infrastructure. Because a connection
is usually made by some application, which communicates with some other application,
the data model also includes instances of applications, denoted by Application, which
communicate with each other, as seen in figure 13.

Application
(.id)

ApplicationType !

Device
(.id)

Applications communicate only with applications on a different device.
We are not interested in localhost connections.

is of

is run by / runs

communicates with / communicates with

Figure 13: Data model of interconnections

These Application instances are of an ApplicationType, therefore inheriting a name
and version. Furthermore, an Application is run by a device. This relation is also present
for ApplicationType (figure 12), however it is possible that for one ApplicationType, more
than one Device runs that ApplicationType. In contrast, each Application is run by at
most one Device. Therefore, it is possible to identify communicating devices through the
Application instances.

The ring constraint on the Application communicates with Application fact means
that this fact is both symmetric and irreflexive. Being symmetric means that if A communi-
cates with B, then B also communicates with A. Being irreflexive means that no application
communicates with itself.

Please note that it is possible to have two applications on the same device communicate
with each other and that the data model does allow that. However, two applications com-
municating on the same device is not interesting for the final model. Unfortunately, ORM
does not support the restriction that the two applications must by run by a different device.

• Application is off ApplicationType
• Application is run by Device
• Application communicates with Application

4.3 Collecting and storing information

The information that is collected by sources comes in various formats. The output from a
tool can be stored in XML files, JSON files, plain text files, etcetera. Some tools do not have
output files at all, but provide a web interface that displays the collected information. Such
tools usually also provide a REST API to provide the data.

To collect the data from the tools, they must be executed and the result must be saved.
For example, a network scanner must be installed and then be executed to scan the network.
The result, in whatever format, can then be used for generating the model.

For using the data, it is beneficial to have one location and interface to query the data.
There are a few reasons why this is useful. First, it allows preprocessing the data, for example,
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converting dates to a uniform format. Second, it creates an abstraction layer between the
output of the sources and the program that processes the data. When building the model,
it is no longer necessary to know the details of each source’s output. The data collection is
isolated. Therefore, after collecting the data, the data is stored in a database.

Another reason to store the data in the database is the requirement to have snapshots.
Each scan must be stored separately in the database, instead of overwriting the previous
data. This allows for generating a model based on previous scans, which allows to view the
situation as it was at an earlier point in time.

Data that is collected by network scanners tends to differ from device to device. Not
everything is known about all devices and some type of device has different properties than
others. Because of these characteristics, a document based database is suitable for storing
this type of data as document based databases do not define a predetermined schema that
will result in NULL values when an attribute is not known.

The raw data that is collected by passive scanners is time based data, because they
intercept network traffic that passes through the connection. This raw data is packet-based,
which means that each packet is a new entry. Furthermore, each packet has usually the
same kind of information, such as destination address, destination port, source address,
source port, etcetera. Therefore, a column based is suitable as column based databases are
suited for time-series data. However, if the passive scanner also does processing of the data,
it might present the data in a form that is more suitable for another type of database.

In a network, devices are connected to switches and routers, which in turn are also
connected to other switches or routers and to other devices, a network is a graph. Therefore,
a model of a network is graph based, because of all these connections to other devices and
therefore, a graph database is suitable for storing this information.

Collection

Source 
1

Source 
2

Source 
3

XML

JSON

Plain
Text

… … …

Adapter 1

Adapter 2

Adapter 3

Storage 1

Storage 2

Storage 3

…

Figure 14: Process of collecting the data and storing it

To store collected information in a database, it must be read and transformed in a
structure that is understandable by the database software. Therefore, if the tool at hand
does not offer a way to save data directly to a database, an adapter must be written that can
parse and extract the data from the output files of the selected sources and store it in their
respective databases. To generate these database, an ORM data model19 can be created
for each tool based on the information that is provided by each source, because the tools
for creating an ORM data model offer the ability to generate a database based on the data
model. Figure 14 shows a schematic overview of the process of collecting data and storing
it in the databases.

19See the Data Models appendix for the data models (appendix C)
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4.4 Merging collected information

Having the collected data in a database, the data can be used to generate a model. First,
the source data is retrieved from the database and then it is merged.

In the proposed method, we chose to do the merging according to a set of rules. Such
a ruleset can be used to transparently control the merging process and the rules could be
maintained by someone who does not have the expertise to edit the merging algorithm.

Fact X: <Description>

<image showing fact>
Data Sources
• Source 1
• Source 2
• Source 3
• ...
• Source N

Rule
If Source 1 has the info, use ...
Else if Source 3 ..., use ...
...
Else if Source N ..., use ...

Clarification
Source 1 <Description>
Source 2 <Source 2 does not provide this
information, because ...>
Source 3 <Description>
...
Source N <Description>

Figure 15: Ruleset structure

There is one ruleset for each fact of the
data model that describes what the final IT
infrastructure model must look like, which
can be found in appendix A. A number of
sources is available for the generation of the
model, however, a source does not necessar-
ily provide information for each and every
fact in the final model. For example, think
of a source that does not have information
about the operating system of devices. This
source is then not used for a fact that states
that a device runs an operating system.

Every ruleset follows a predefined struc-
ture, as seen in figure 15. First, the fact
is shown using an image of the fact as it is
represented in the data model. Then the
list of sources used to generate the model is
given. If a source does not provide the nec-
essary information about this fact, it source
is crossed out. The list of sources is followed
by the rules, which dictates that if a source
has the information, the information is used.
Otherwise, if the next source has the infor-
mation, use the information, etcetera. The
ruleset is concluded with a clarification sec-
tion that explains why certain choices are made and under which conditions it might not be
able to provide the requested information. If a source cannot provide the information, the
clarification explains why it cannot provide the information.

In the rulesets, there is a specific order in which sources are used. This order is predefined
based on the reliability and completeness of the sources and must be determined by the user.
As explained in section 3.5, there are many strategies to merge the data. The ruleset imple-
ments two strategies that were explained in section 3.5: ‘Take the information’ and ‘Trust
your friends’. The ‘Trust your friends’ strategy is found in the fact that the sources have an
ordering, set by the user, according to which their data is used. The ‘Take the information’
strategy is found in the fact that if a source does not have the requested information, the
next source is queried instead.

After the merging is complete, you have information about the network that is as complete
as possible given the input sources. This information is transformed to the structure of the
final IT infrastructure model and saved in the database. Each new model should be stored
separately, such that it is possible to go back in time and, for example, see changes between
the current model and an earlier model.
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Figure 16: Process of merging the data and generating a model

4.5 Adding a new source

While creating the proof of concept20, we found that we needed information that could not
be detected by network scanners. As seen in section 4.2, we also need information about the
function of devices. What is the reason they are used? Examples would be ‘workstation’,
‘webserver’, etcetera. This question cannot be answered by network scanners but is usually
recorded in some management system.

The fact that we need more information also led to the realisation that using multiple
sources is nice, but it should be possible to add more sources if it turns out that more
information is needed that cannot be provided by existing sources.

To overcome this issue, the method allows for extending the sources by considering the
source adapters to be separate modules. By separating the logic of parsing the source data
and storing it, it is possible to write your own module and ‘plug it in’. This makes the
method flexible as it can be adapted to your own needs by using your own sources instead
of being forced to use the sources which are already supported.

20See the next section (section 5)
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5 Proof of concept
This section describes the proof of concept that implements the method. The goal of the
proof of concept is to show that it is feasible to use multiple sources to generate a model of
an IT infrastructure.

The proof of concept has two parts. On the one hand there is the collection and storage
of data and on the other hand is the mapping and merging of data. Section 5.1 describes
the sources that were chosen for the proof of concept and what information is needed to
generate a model for cyber security analysis. In section 5.2, the process of collecting and
storing the data is described. In section 5.3, the process of mapping and merging the data
is described. Finally, section 5.4 describes how a new source was used in the prototype.

5.1 Selecting sources

To select sources for building a model, some free and open source tools were installed on a
test network and used. Based on the information they provided, the tools are selected. The
list below shows an example of what kind of information is useful for cyber security analysis.
To build a model, you need to select sources such that the combination of selected sources
provides the following information. The italic points are collected by the chosen sources for
the proof of concept.

• Network related

– Which devices are on the network
– IP and Mac addresses of the devices
– Open ports
– Whether two devices communicate with each other
– Firewall configuration

• OS related

– Installed operating system type
– OS version
– Hardware information

• Application related

– Installed software types
– Software versions
– Running services

• Security related

– Security status
– Vulnerabilities
– Last updates virus/malware DB
– Configuration errors

Appendix B provides an overview of the tested sources and their advantages and disadvan-
tages. Based on these advantages and disadvantages, as well as the selection criteria above,
Nmap, Open-AudIT and Snort were selected to provide information for the model.

Nmap is chosen to retrieve the basics about the devices in the network and to find new
devices within subnets with basic information. Nmap is a useful tool for detecting devices
in the network and to estimate what kind of software they are running.
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Open-AudIT is chosen for the more detailed information it provides. As it has access to
all information about a device using remote access or a running agent, it can collect lots of
information about the device. It provides information about the operating system, installed
applications, but also about the hardware, such as CPU, GPU, motherboard, network card.
In addition, it is possible to collect information about user accounts.

Finally, Snort is chosen to detect relations between devices and applications. As Snort is
a passive scanner, which means it can intercept traffic, it is a good source for detecting which
devices communicate with other devices and as the originating and target port number are
known, it is possible to deduce which application is responsible for the communication.

In addition to these tools, we created a CSV file as a new data source with properties of
some hosts to provide information that can not be detected by a network scanner, such as
the function of a device. The purpose of this source of information is to represent output
from some management system that records this information.

5.2 Data source adapters

For this purpose of storing the data in a database, an adapter is needed for each source
of information. Before the adapter can be written, we need to know what the database,
which will hold the collected data, looks like. ORM, which is used in section 4.2, is not
only useful for creating a data model, it also allows for translating the data model to a
working (relational) database. Therefore, we created an ORM data model for each source
of information, such that we have a convenient way to create the intermediate databases as
well as a comprehensive overview of the information that we can use from each source.

The data models that were created for each source do not necessarily contain all the
information that is offered by the source. A choice has been made in which information is
part of the data model and which information is not. The information that is offered by the
data models is chosen based on usefulness for the proof of concept of modelling a network
based on collected information as well as usefulness for cyber security information. For the
latter case, think of for example information about device hardware, which is not used for
the proof of concept, but useful for cyber security analysis.

Using the data model, it is possible to write adapters to store the raw source data in a
database that is generated using the data model. The method uses an importer program
to import the data from the sources into the database. As each source uses its own format
to present the collected data, there is no uniform way to write an adapter that can process
them all.

For each source, an adapter is written, such that the data can be stored in the database.
Because it is the intention to make the method flexible, the logic for importing the data
is confined in separate modules. For each source, a module is written that can import the
data and also load the the data from the database again. These modules are built using
a structure which is known to the importer program. Therefore, it is possible to write a
new module for a new source and plug it in to the program. Figure 17 shows a schematic
overview of the process of using the Network Scan Importer/Mapper.

Alternatively, it is possible to write a source module that does not use a database to store
the data, but directly retrieves the data from the source and presents it to the mapping stage.
This alternative route is visualised by the ‘Custom Source Module’ in figure 17.

In figure 17, the ruleset step is faded, because in the proof of concept implementation,
there is no functionality to use a ruleset yet. Even though the order in which sources are
trusted can be customised in the config where the supported source modules are defined,
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Figure 17: Schematic overview of the importer/mapper program

there is no support for reading rules from a separate party such as a ruleset file or a database.
Each adapter must be individually used by the user to import the data into the database.

Then the user can map the data to the target model using the data that is stored in the
source databases.

Within each source module, the following strategy is followed. A structure of classes is
built that closely follows the data model. For example, for the Nmap data source, there is
an NmapScan21 class, which has a version integer, a ScanConfig object and a ScanResult
object. The ScanResult object in turn has a datetime and a list of Hosts, etcetera.

These classes are all derived from an abstract base class that has parse, save and load
methods. The advantage of this strategy is that the code is easy to follow, because to parse
the output of a scan, one only needs to call the NmapScan.parse method and then the whole
scan is transformed into these objects. The whole scan can then be stored in the database
using a simple call to the save method of the resulting scan, which will call the save method
of the ScanConfig and ScanResult objects, etcetera.

In the same way, the scan can also be loaded again from the database. However, the
difference is that the scan is lazily loaded, which means that the ScanResult object is
retrieved from the database if and only if one tries to use the scanResult property on the
NmapScan object.

For the proof of concept, a relational PostgresSQL database is used to store both the
individual source data and the final model data. PostgreSQL is chosen, because of the data
models that are made for the final model and each individual data source22. The tool that

21See appendix C.1 Nmap Scan Result for the data model from which these class names are derived.
22See section 4.2 and appendix C.
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we use for creating the data models23 natively supports generating a PostgreSQL database
from the data model, which is advantageous when a data model still has regular changes.
Additionally, due to the small scale of test network, the chosen database type does not have
a significant impact yet.

The snapshotting requirement is (partially) fulfilled here, because each scan is saved
under a different ID, which means that each time a new scan result is imported into the
database it is added to the database and does not overwrite existing data.

Appendix C describes the data models of the sources that were selected for building the
model. Appendix C.1 on page 78 discusses the data model for the Nmap scan results, ap-
pendix C.2 on page 80 shows the data model for Open-AudIT information and appendix C.3
on page 84 describes the data model for information collected using Snort.

5.3 Mapping to model

The mapper from the separate data sources to one model uses the source modules to retrieve
the source data, which can either be loaded from the database or by any other means, de-
pending on the implementation of the source module. The mapper tries to make it relatively
easy to add another data source to the system. The source module should include an object,
representing its data source, with a getDeviceMappers method. This method should return
a list of DeviceMapper objects, which should contain as much information as the data source
can offer.

At the moment, the DeviceMapper class only holds enough information to fill the data
model described in section 4.2. If more information is needed, the DeviceMapper class needs
to be extended and all existing data source adapters must be updated to properly include
the newly requested information in their DeviceMapper list, if applicable.

The DeviceMapper class is also responsible for the merging procedure, as explained in
section 4.4. After merging the DeviceMapper objects from each data source, there is only
one list of (merged) DeviceMapper objects left, which is used to build the model.

For deciding which information should be included in a DeviceMapper object from each
source, fact derivations are used. These fact derivations can be found in appendix A. These
fact derivations describe which of the used source have information about the fact and in
which order this information should be used. Below is an example of a fact derivation.

In the fact derivations, there is an assumed order of trustworthiness for the sources. The
rules are written based on this order. The following order of trustworthiness is the result of
reviewing the sources. This order is the same in each fact derivation.

1. Open-AudIT
2. Nmap
3. Device Management Report
4. Snort

Up front, each source is given a weight and in the merging process, all the time the source
with the highest weight is trusted and its information is used. In cases where only one source
has information and the other has not, the information is taken, irregardless of the source.
At the moment, the fact derivations themselves are not used to control the merging process
in the proof of concept implementation, but the idea behind them is used.

Currently, the merging strategy used by the proof of concept is a combination ‘Trust
your friends’ and ‘Take the information’. This combination of strategies is chosen for two

23Object Role Modeling, see section 3.2.
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reasons. First, it computationally efficient and in the test environment, we have access to a
data source which has full access to most devices and therefore has reliable information.

Fact C1: Device is connected to VirtualNetwork

Device
(.id)

VirtualNetwork
(.id)

is connected to

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-Audit detects a host, use fact ‘Device has Address’ in combination with
‘Network has Subnet’ or use fact ‘NetworkCard has IPvXAddress’ in combination
with ‘NetworkCard has IPvXSubnet’.
Else if Nmap detects a host, use the facts ‘Host has Address’ and ‘ScanConfig
scans IPOrSubnet’.
Else if the device has a record in the device management report, use the fact
‘Device has IPAddress’.
Else if Snort detects a host, use fact ‘HostApplication has IPAddress’.

Clarification

Nmap If an Nmap Host has an Address, it is connected to a network. Even
though the network is not necessarily a virtual network, the fact can still be used.
The notion of a virtual network is present due to the fact that most companies use
VLANs in their network to separate hosts into distinct groups or departments.
Even though the (IP) address itself is not a network, it can be used to determine
to which network a host is connected or at least determine which hosts are part of
the same network. Using the information about which IP addresses and subnets
were scanned, it is possible to find the corresponding subnet. In the case that
only IP addresses were given as scan input, it is possible to guess a subnet by
comparing the address to default private network subnets and other hosts that
may have the same prefix, which is likely to be the subnet they belong to.

Open-AudIT Given an IP address and subnets of networks, it is possible to
determine whether a device with a certain IP belongs to one of the networks
(subnets).
In case Open-AudIT had access to a device and has information about its network
card, it can use the IP address and subnet information from the network card
acquire the relation between the device and a network.
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Snort If Snort detects traffic, it records a source IP address and a target IP
address. These IP addresses can be used to determine the existence of devices
and to find out in which network they are. However, extra information about the
subnets that are used within the network is needed to match an IP address to a
network. Snort can also detect traffic to and from servers outside the network,
which should be ignored as being part of the network within the model.

Device management report If there is a record for the device, there is an IP
address. These IP addresses can be used to determine the existence of devices
and to find out in which network they are. As mentioned above however, the IP
address alone is not enough.

5.4 Adding a new source

As explained in section 4.5, the sources we initially chose could not retrieve all information
we wanted. We also needed the function of devices, which could not be found by network
scanners. Open-AudIT does have a function field, but because we used it more as a scanner
than a management system, it was empty.

Because we want the method to be flexible, we decided to simulate a management system,
as a user of the method may not use Open-AudIT as a management system, but something
else. This other management system should then be added as a new source. We simulated
the management system by means of a CSV file, an example of which can be found in table 1.

CompanyIdentifier Hostname IPAddress Functions
nmapScanner nmapScanner 10.0.0.3 Scanning network

openAudITScanner openAudITScanner 10.0.0.5 Scanning network
snortScanner snortScanner 10.0.0.201 Passive scanning|Being

a gateway
snortScanner snortScanner 192.168.11.201 Passive scanning|Being

a gateway
snortScanner snortScanner 192.168.10.201 Passive scanning|Being

a gateway
ordinaryHost2 ordinaryHost2 192.168.11.10 Webserver
ordinaryHost4 ordinaryHost4 192.168.11.12 Mailserver

Table 1: Example contents of CSV file simulating a management system

The idea behind the CSV is that it contains the functions of devices. The first column
is a company identifier, which companies use to identify devices. This does not necessarily
have to be the same value as the hostname. The final column contains the functions of the
corresponding device. If a device has multiple functions, they may be separated by a vertical
bar (|).

Adding a new source may also mean that the target model needs updating, because the
reason to add the source was to add more information to the model. This is also possible,
however, is not as easy as adding a new module. To add more information, one has to
update the data model of the target model and update the mapping stage to include the
new information, including extending the ‘DeviceMapper’ class and writing merging logic for
the new information. However, as the data model is created using ORM, the data model is
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semantically stable, which means that extending the data model does not change anything
except adding the new facts that come with the new information.

In all cases, to maintain the transparency, the fact derivations should be updated to
include how a new source is to be used in the merging stage as well as how extended parts
of the data model should be filled in by the different sources, both the existing and new
sources.
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6 Results
This section describes the result of the proof of concept of the method. First section 6.1
describes the test environment that is used to test the method and section 6.2 describes the
findings as a result of testing the method on the test environment.

6.1 Test environment

In order to do experiments to find out what kind of information can be collected and to
verify the method of automatically generating a model, an actual test network is needed.
The test network is entirely created within a virtual environment. This virtual environment
runs on 1 real life device within VirtualBox24.

The network has a small number of hosts, as listed in table 2. Some of these hosts run
network scanners and tools and others merely exist and do nothing. The network contains
a few scanners, such as Nmap, Open-AudIT and Snort, which are described in appendix B.
There are also some ordinary hosts, running different versions of Ubuntu, a host running
CentOS, a host running Windows and one host that is not running an agent. All these hosts
are divided over three subnets that mimic the concept of VLANs.

Host Subnet
root 192.168.10.0/24

snortScanner 192.168.10.0/24, 192.168.11.0/24, 10.0.0.0/24
nmapScanner 192.168.10.0/24, 192.168.11.0/24, 10.0.0.0/24

openAudITScanner 10.0.0.0/24
observiumScanner 10.0.0.0/24
nagiosScanner 10.0.0.0/24
ordinaryHost1 192.168.11.0/24
ordinaryHost2 192.168.11.0/24
ordinaryHost3 192.168.11.0/24
ordinaryHost4 192.168.11.0/24
ordinaryHost5 192.168.11.0/24
ordinaryHost6 192.168.11.0/24

minimalWindows10 10.0.0.0/24

Table 2: The hosts and their subnets in the test environment

Some hosts exist in multiple subnets. In case of the Nmap scanner, the reason is simple,
because Nmap can only collect a MAC address if Nmap itself is part of the same subnet as
the target device.

The Snort scanner is a different story. The Snort scanner is the gateway for every other
host. The reason is that Snort is a passive scanner and all traffic must pass by it if it is to be
intercepted by Snort. Because now all traffic, even to the internet, must pass by the Snort
host, Snort can intercept it, such that it can be used for detecting communications between
devices.

24Available at https://www.virtualbox.org
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Network architecture

Conceptually, the test network is a simple star topology network. There are three subnets,
connected to each other using the Snort scanner, which acts a gateway. However, the real
life host is the root router for the virtual machines, which makes it a tree topology network.

For the proof of concept, the network is kept simple. Additionally, because the network
lives entirely within a virtual (VirtualBox) environment, it is non-trivial to include routers
and switches to emulate a 2-tier or 3-tier network architecture. However, network scanners
should not have a problem with such an architecture, provided they have access to the entire
network or have multiple instances that can reach different parts of the network.

6.2 Findings

Using the test network described in section 6.1, the method is tested. After running the
scanners, feeding the results into the adapters and using the mapper to create the model,
there is a model in the database. This is not yet interesting. Therefore, the model was used
as an input the TNO’s Cyber Security Decision Support tool.

It was possible to convert the model in the PostgreSQL database to the ArangoDB
database and the structure of TNO’s Cyber Security Decision Support tool, because TNO’s
tool has devices that are connected to a network, which is also represented as a device. Our
model only has devices, but networks are not represented as a device. In the conversion, it
was enough to generate a device representation of the networks in our model and convert our
devices to TNO’s device representation. The result is that the model can be easily loaded
into TNO’s CSDS tool, as seen in figure 18.

Figure 18: The test environment represented by the model in the TNO Cyber Security
Decision Support tool

Please note that the layout in figure 18 is made manually. The conversion to the CSDS
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tool does not automatically determine the best place to layout the devices. Automatically
determining where each node should be placed is outside the scope of this thesis.

The information presented in figure 18, but also the information in the final model
database is mostly a correct representation of the test environment as described in sec-
tion 6.1. The main reason for this result is that Open-AudIT has access to all devices and
can retrieve the true information about them. One exception is 192.168.11.15, to which
Open-AudIT has no access. As a result nothing is surely known about this device. The
other exception is hpc4, which is the host computer and is part of every (virtual) subnet.

Figure 19: The test environment represented by the model in the TNO Cyber Security
Decision Support tool, but without results from Open-AudIT

If we omit the Open-AudIT results, we get a similar figure as seen in figure 19, but
this time there are a lot of devices that are only known by their IP address. As the scans
were performed within an VirtualBox environment, it was not possible for Nmap to retrieve
hostnames from other devices by reverse DNS or other techniques. The reason for the
hostnames still present in the model are either because the hostname was given in the device
management CSV file or Nmap managed to find a hostname anyway. The latter case is true
for the nmapScanner itself and the hpc4 device, the name of which was found due to the
fact that its name was available outside the virtual network.

We have similar findings if we list some of the collected information in a table per device.
For example, table 325 shows the results for a selection of devices when only the data from
Nmap is used to generate the final model. It can be seen that the hostname is detected
for only some devices as explained above. Additionally, the operating system is guessed by
Nmap, which is correct in most cases, though the guess itself is still broad. In case of the

25The first column (‘Device’) shows the device to which the row belongs. The remaining columns show
the data that is recorded in the final model, based on the given input sources.
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Windows device, the guess is incorrect. Additionally, the merging process did not manage
to recognise that the Snort scanner device has multiple IP addresses. This is due to the fact
that combining devices to be one device depends on IP addresses or hostnames to match.

Device Hostname IP address Operating
System

Number of
applications

Minimal
Windows 10

10.0.0.14 FreeBSD 6.2-
RELEASE

5

Nmap Scanner nmapScanner 10.0.0.3
192.168.10.3
192.168.11.3

Linux 3.8 - 4.9 3

Open-AudIT 10.0.0.5 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 5
Ordinary Host 1 192.168.11.9 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 3
Ordinary Host 2 192.168.11.10 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 3
Ordinary Host 3 192.168.11.11 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 4
Ordinary Host 4 192.168.11.12 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 4
Ordinary Host 6 192.168.11.15 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 3
Snort Scanner _gateway 10.0.0.201 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 1
Snort Scanner 192.168.10.201 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 3
Snort Scanner 192.168.11.201 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 1

Table 3: Information retrieved about some devices using only Nmap

In table 4 we have results from the merged data from an Nmap scan, a Snort scan and
the example csv file as presented in table 1. Because the csv file also defines some hostnames,
the result shows more known hostnames. This also means that the merging process was able
to recognise that the Snort scanner device has multiple IP addresses and combined them
into one device entity. However, because the Nmap source has a higher score than the CSV
file source, the merging process kept the ‘_gateway’ hostname, which means that the Snort
scanner device still has two entries in the table. If we were to trust the CSV file source over
the Nmap source, the Snort scanner would be merged to one device with three IP addresses.

However, the extra sources do not offer information about running operating systems,
which means that the guesses from Nmap are still used for the operating system column.
The number of applications did increase in some cases, because Snort detects traffic between
devices as well as the ports that the traffic originates from or travels to. Therefore it is
possible to deduces that an application uses these ports.

If we also add the data from Open-AudIT to the merging process, we get the results in
table 5. This time, the operating system is detected accurately. For example, the Minimal
Windows 10 machine is correctly detected to have Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise Eval-
uation 10.0.1024026 running. Also the linux virtual machines are recognised correctly now.
Whereas the guess from Nmap was a range of linux versions, the data from Open-AudIT
shows us that the ordinary host machines are running different versions of Ubuntu and there
is even one running CentOS. Additionally, the applications installed on the devices are de-
tected by Open-AudIT, as seen in the increased numbers27 in the ‘Number of applications’
column. As mentioned before, there is one host to which Open-AudIT does not have access,

26Please note that the operating system names in the table are shortened for readability.
27Please note that these numbers do not only include installed applications, but also installed libraries

and such.
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Device Hostname IP address Operating
System

Number of
applications

Minimal
Windows 10

10.0.0.14 FreeBSD 6.2-
RELEASE

5

Nmap Scanner nmapScanner 10.0.0.3
192.168.10.3
192.168.11.3

Linux 3.8 - 4.9 5

Open-AudIT 10.0.0.5 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 6
Ordinary Host 1 192.168.11.9 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 5
Ordinary Host 2 ordinaryHost2 192.168.11.10 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 5
Ordinary Host 3 192.168.11.11 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 7
Ordinary Host 4 ordinaryHost4 192.168.11.12 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 7
Ordinary Host 6 192.168.11.15 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 6
Snort Scanner _gateway 10.0.0.201 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 1
Snort Scanner snortScanner 192.168.10.201

192.168.11.201
Linux 3.2 - 4.8 5

Table 4: Information retrieved about some devices using only Nmap, Snort and the example
CSV file

which is the ‘Ordinary Host 6’ machine. Because Open-AudIT does not have information
about this machine, the guesses from Nmap are still used for this device.

Device Hostname IP address Operating
System

Number
of apps

Minimal
Windows 10

minimalWindows1 10.0.0.14 Windows 10 233

Nmap Scanner nmapScanner 10.0.0.3
192.168.10.3
192.168.11.3

Ubuntu 18.04 647

Open-AudIT openAudITScanner 10.0.0.5 Ubuntu 18.04 759
Ordinary Host 1 ordinaryHost1 192.168.11.9 Ubuntu 18.04 636
Ordinary Host 2 ordinaryHost2 192.168.11.10 Ubuntu 16.04 622
Ordinary Host 3 ordinaryHost3 192.168.11.11 Ubuntu 14.04 803
Ordinary Host 4 ordinaryHost4 192.168.11.12 CentOS 7.6 458
Ordinary Host 6 192.168.11.15 Linux 3.2 - 4.8 6
Snort Scanner snortScanner 10.0.0.201

192.168.10.201
192.168.11.201

Ubuntu 18.04 683

Table 5: Information retrieved about some devices using Nmap, Open-AudIT, Snort and the
example CSV file

The proof of concept had the goal to find out whether it is feasible to generate a model of
an IT infrastructure from multiple sources. As seen above, it is indeed feasible to generate
a model of an IT infrastructure from multiple sources. Additionally, it is possible to extend
the proof of concept with more sources as an input.
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7 Conclusions
The proof of concept presented in this thesis shows that it is possible to automatically
generate a model of an IT infrastructure. Section 5.1 shows that a lot of information is
needed, from hardware information to operating system and applications to configurations
and firewalls, to automatically generate a model of an IT infrastructure.

The first research question is: How can a model of an IT infrastructure be automatically
created? This question is answered by the process that we proposed in this thesis. You need
to have sources that collect information about the infrastructure. Then you need to collect
that information, store it in a database and merge the data and generate the model from
that merged data.

The second research question is: Are there sources available to collect enough data about
an IT infrastructure. In this thesis, we found that there are lots of tools that can provide
the requested data, such as the tools used in this thesis (Nmap, Open-AudIT and Snort).
However, not all data can be retrieved using tools, such as the function of a device, why is
it used? This information must be provided by humans.

The third research question is: Is the collected data accurate and reliable? As seen in
section 3.3.5, when there is (almost) no access to a device, the data that is collected becomes
less complete. Some tools have the ability to guess what software is running on a device,
but this is less accurate than getting the information from the device itself. It all depends
on the level of access that a tool has.

We found that it is best to use tools which have access to the devices in the network.
The more access a tool has to its devices, the more information it can collect. Additionally,
more access to a device also means that the collected information is more accurate. For
example, as seen in section 6.2, Open-AudIT can have full access to the devices it scans, if
provided with access credentials. This allows Open-AudIT to collect detailed information
about the hardware of the device, as well as installed applications, the operating system,
users, etcetera. In contrast, Nmap can only communicate with a device and infer information
from its responses. Therefore, it has to guess the operating system and running applications,
which is far less reliable. In fact, Nmap can only see applications that listen to a network
port. Nmap does not detect applications that do not have a server of some sort.

The fourth research question is: How can the information be retrieved and combined?
Retrieving information from a source is just a matter of consulting the source, e.g. querying a
database with information, executing a tool and querying its result, etcetera. The challenge
lies in storing the information in a format that is usable for merging and actually merging
the data. For this purpose, the data has to be transformed to some generic form, which in
turn can be merged. This merged data can then be used to generate a final model. There
are lots of ways to do this merging process, as explained in section 3.5. In case of a source
that has reliable information, a simple merging strategy, such as the ‘Trust your friends’
strategy can be sufficient, however, if there are only sources that are not completely reliable,
this might work well enough.

In general, if the sources are reliable, the model will be an almost correct representation
of the real world, within the limits of the level of detail. However, if the sources are not
reliable, which happens when full access to the device is not available or possible, the model
becomes a less correct representation and can only be an approximation as good as the most
reliable source. For cyber security analysis, this means that full access to the devices is the
best way to model the infrastructure at hand, in order to reason about the safety and weak
points of the infrastructure.
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If more or more reliable information is needed, the method needs to use data from one
or more new sources. The method presented in this thesis does allow for integrating new
sources, as the only requirement is to map the results of the new source to the generic form
that is merged. If new information needs to be added to the model, the generic form needs
to be extended as well as the adapters of all sources (if applicable). This requires more work
as it also includes adding logic for merging this new information.

Another research question is whether the method is usable or sufficient for cyber security
analysis. The proof of concept in this thesis merely shows that it is possible to generate a
model of an IT infrastructure based on multiple sources. However, there is no usable security
information, except OS and application information, in the final model at the moment.
However, the fact the the model could be used to feed TNO’s Cyber Security Decision
Support tool shows that if more security related information would be available in the model,
it could be usable. This must be verified by actually adding this information in future work.

Because the method uses multiple sources, another research question is whether it is
feasible to collect or merge the information in such a way that it does not matter where the
information comes from. In the prototype, this was solved by using an intermediate class
that holds the requested data in a uniform format and also has merging logic. Therefore,
it is possible to merge the information without the merging stage needing to know where
the information came from or how it got there. The proof of concept also offers a way
to add new source modules, which have to supply their data to the merging stages using
the aforementioned intermediate class, allowing for extensibility, which does not affect the
merging process as long as new kinds of information do not need to be included in the
merging. The proof of concept is able to perform its duties, including importing data from
sources, in a matter of minutes with a small scale network, as described in section 6.1.

However, the more devices there are, the longer the process takes and the more infor-
mation a source can collect, the longer it takes to import and use the data. With a large
network, the execution time of this process may explode. On the other hand, in the proof of
concept, every step is (manually) executed sequentially. There is no reason why this could
not be executed in parallel. It is possible to execute importing the data from different sources
in parallel and then do the merging step, which should reduce the time.

The research questions also mention the ability of snapshotting. It is possible to snapshot
the model such that it is possible to go back in time? In the proof of concept, this is not
yet possible. However, the source data is snapshotted per scan, which makes it possible to
re-generate a model from past data.

Using Object Role Modelling for formalising how the model should look like proves to
be beneficial for actually creating the model. It makes it easy to transform what you know
about the model into a database that enforces the facts that you inputted. It is also a useful
tool for creating databases for the tools that have different forms of output per tool, such
that there is one place to look for the raw data.

Explicit research question answers

This section explicitly describes why the research questions of this thesis are answered or
why they are not answered as well as how they are answered.

The first research question is: How can a model of an IT infrastructure be automati-
cally created? This question is answered, because this thesis proposes a method of how to
accomplish automatically creating a model of an IT infrastructure. The method describes
the process of selecting sources, collecting information about the infrastructure using these
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sources, merging the data and creating a model from the data. The answer of this question is
the proposed method of collecting, storing and merging the data about an IT infrastructure.

The second research question is: Are there sources available to collect enough data about
an IT infrastructure. This question is answered, because it is shown that there are sources
available to collect data about an IT infrastructure, but not all data that someone wants to
have is available to collect by software, such as the reason a device is used. The answer to
this questions is that there are sources available to collect data about an IT infrastructure,
but there are not necessarily sources available to collect enough data.

The third research question is: Is the collected data accurate and reliable? This question
is answered, because this thesis describes in section 3.3.5 that when there is (almost) no
access to a device, the data that is collected becomes less complete. Some tools have the
ability to guess what software is running on a device, but this is less accurate than getting
the information from the device itself. It all depends on the level of access that a tool has.
This can also be seen in the Findings (section 6.2) section where we see that when we add
data from Open-AudIT, a tool with on-device access, to the merging process, we get more
detailed and accurate information about the devices in the infrastructure.

The fourth research question is: How can the information be retrieved and combined?
This question is answered by the description of merging strategies (section 3.5) and collection
options (section 3.3). Furthermore, the thesis describes how two of the merging strategies
were implemented in a proof of concept. There are many ways to retrieve data about an
infrastructure with methods like active and passive scanning, running agents on devices,
maintaining a management system with information about the devices, etcetera. The data
from these different sources can be merged using many strategies, of which we chose ‘Take
the information’ and ‘Trust your friends’. These strategies combined take the information
from the most trusted source and complete missing information with information from the
less trusted sources if available.

The fifth research question is: Is this method usable or sufficient for automated security
analysis of an IT infrastructure? This question is not directly answered by the thesis, except
for being shortly mentioned in the conclusions section. However, if more information is
added, this method could be usable for automated cyber security analysis. Therefore, at this
moment, the method is not yet usable for cyber security analysis, but with more security
related information, such as CVE/CPE information, information from vulnerability scanners,
etcetera, the method could be usable for automated cyber security analysis. In fact, the final
model can already be imported in TNO’s Cyber Security Decision Support tool, which in
it manual model has CVE/CPE information which is used for calculating an attack path.
Therefore, adding CVE/CPE information could already be enough to demonstrate attack
paths on an actual IT infrastructure.

The sixth research question is: Is it feasible to collect or merge the information in such
a way that it does not matter where the information comes from? This question is not
explicitly answered by this thesis. The thesis shows it is possible, but does not consider the
execution time, which is relevant for this question. As the conclusions above mention, more
information and devices slow the process down, but executing the importing step for each
source in parallel reduces execution time. A lot harder, would be to also try to parallelise
the merging process, e.g. find the entries that should be merged and then merge them in
parallel.

The seventh research question is: Can we recreate a situation in the past based on data
from back then? This question is answered by the fact that the method uses a separate
storage step between collecting and merging the data, which can be used as well as storing
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each newly generated model separately. In the proof of concept, only the former option is
implemented. It is possible to recreate a situation in the past based on ‘old’ data. The
advantage of using old data to recreate a model is that if more information is used in the
merging process since that time, it is possible to use the extra information to generate a
more complete model of the past than the model that could be generated back then.

The final research question is: Is there a way for the method to be transparent, such
that a non-technical person could maintain the rules according to which the mapping takes
place? This question is not answered by this thesis. The idea is that the rulesets, as seen
in appendix A, are read by the merging stage and used to perform the merging step. The
proof of concept does not implement this functionality and therefore, this research question
is part of the future work section.
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8 Future work
This method can be improved in different ways. For example, the merging process can
be improved by actually using conflicting data to determine what the value should be.
Additionally, machine learning or artificial intelligence could also be used to improve the
merging process.

One of the research questions is whether the method is usable or sufficient for cyber
security analysis. At the moment, this is not the case, because the method is currently
limited to basic information about the infrastructure. However, it is also possible to infer
properties based on the collected information, for example by using the list of installed
applications to determine whether a virus scanner is installed and up to date.

Another way to add more information to the model is to use more sources to generate
the model from. As the method is flexible in using more sources, adding new sources is
a good possibility to extend the model. For security analysis, it can be helpful to add
vulnerability scanners, active directory information, CPE and CVE data to enrich application
data, etcetera, as new sources.

Using larger numbers of devices and more information per device, the method will slow
down. To improve merging speeds, the merging process should take advantage of parallel
computing where possible. For example, when the merging process knows which pieces of
information belong to a single device, it can do the merging of these pieces in parallel to
merging the information of another device.

This method could also function as a network virus scanner as a side effect. As having
an agent on every device is the best way to collect extensive information about them, such
an agent could also calculate hashes of files on the device and run them through a service
such as VirusTotal28.

The proof of concept model in this thesis models communications between application.
However, because not all applications may use known ports or are detected as using a
port, this approach may not be sufficient. An improvement could be to model a device
communicating with a device. Alternatively, an agent could be used on device to determine
which ports are used by which application during a passive scan.

Additionally, as mentioned before, the ruleset, in the form of the fact derivations, is not
directly used by the proof of concept. Instead, the general idea is implemented in the code,
but changing the ruleset has no effect without changing the code. To have real transparency,
the ruleset should be used by the code while merging the data.

28https://www.virustotal.com/
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A Fact derivations
This appendix shows how all model facts are derived from the various sources. Please note
that in cases where the Open-AudIT facts ‘NetworkCard has IPvXAddress’ or ‘NetworkCard
has IPvXSubnet’ are mentioned, the ‘X’ represents the IP version. This notation is used to
avoid the ‘same’ fact being mentioned twice. Therefore, when these shortened versions are
used, the following facts are meant:

• ‘NetworkCard has IPv4Address’
• ‘NetworkCard has IPv6Address’
• ‘NetworkCard has IPv4Subnet’
• ‘NetworkCard has IPv6Subnet’

In the fact derivations, there is an assumed order of trustworthiness for the sources. The
rules are written based on this order. The following order of trustworthiness is the result of
reviewing the sources. This order is the same in each fact derivation.

1. Open-AudIT
2. Nmap
3. Device Management Report
4. Snort

Fact C1: Device is connected to VirtualNetwork

Device
(.id)

VirtualNetwork
(.id)

is connected to

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-Audit detects a host, use fact ‘Device has Address’ in combination with ‘Network
has Subnet’ or use fact ‘NetworkCard has IPvXAddress’ in combination with ‘NetworkCard
has IPvXSubnet’.
Else if Nmap detects a host, use the facts ‘Host has Address’ and ‘ScanConfig scans
IPOrSubnet’.
Else if the device has a record in the device management report, use the fact ‘Device has
IPAddress’.
Else if Snort detects a host, use fact ‘HostApplication has IPAddress’.
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Clarification

Nmap If an Nmap Host has an Address, it is connected to a network. Even though the
network is not necessarily a virtual network, the fact can still be used. The notion of a
virtual network is present due to the fact that most companies use VLANs in their network
to separate hosts into distinct groups or departments.

Even though the (IP) address itself is not a network, it can be used to determine to which
network a host is connected or at least determine which hosts are part of the same network.
Using the information about which IP addresses and subnets were scanned, it is possible to
find the corresponding subnet. In the case that only IP addresses were given as scan input,
it is possible to guess a subnet by comparing the address to default private network subnets
and other hosts that may have the same prefix, which is likely to be the subnet they belong
to.

Open-AudIT Given an IP address and subnets of networks, it is possible to determine
whether a device with a certain IP belongs to one of the networks (subnets).

In case Open-AudIT had access to a device and has information about its network card,
it can use the IP address and subnet information from the network card acquire the relation
between the device and a network.

Snort If Snort detects traffic, it records a source IP address and a target IP address.
These IP addresses can be used to determine the existence of devices and to find out in
which network they are. However, extra information about the subnets that are used within
the network is needed to match an IP address to a network. Snort can also detect traffic to
and from servers outside the network, which should be ignored as being part of the network
within the model.

Device management report If there is a record for the device, there is an IP address.
These IP addresses can be used to determine the existence of devices and to find out in
which network they are. As mentioned above however, the IP address alone is not enough.
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Fact C2: Device offers Function

Device
(.id)

Function
(.name)

offers

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-AudIT
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If the function field of Open-AudIT is populated, use its fact ‘Device has Function’.
Else if there is a record for this device in the Device Management Report, use fact ‘Device
has Function’.
Else if Open-AudIT was merely used for scanning purposes and the Device Manage Report
does not have a record for this device, the data sources mentioned above do not offer infor-
mation about the function of a device. As an alternative, the following sources can be used
to acquire this information:

• Management System
• Manual input
• Interview

Manual process

The information about the function a device offers can be acquired in different ways:

• If there is a management system that contains the requested information, an importer
has to be written to extract the information from the management system. This option
is similar to the Device Management Report.

• If the organisation maintains a list of functions that devices offer, it could be used to
detect the function based on requirements that a device must comply with to have
that function, given that those requirements are known and enough to determine the
function.

• The list of devices could be given to a domain expert, for example the network manager,
who is able to manually determine which function is offered by those devices.

Clarification

Nmap Nmap does not offer information about the function of a device, as that is not a
technical property of a device or its software.

Snort Snort does not offer information about the function of a device, as that is not reliably
detectable from only the network traffic.
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Fact C3: VirtualNetwork has Label

VirtualNetwork
(.id)

Label

has

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-AudIT
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT provides a name for the (virtual) network, use fact one.
Else The other data sources mentioned above do not offer information about the name
of a virtual network. As an alternative, the following sources can be used to acquire this
information:

• Management System
• Manual input
• Interview

Manual process

The information about the name of a virtual network can be acquired in different ways:

• If there is a management system that contains the requested information, an importer
has to be written to extract the information from the management system.

• If there is a list of names for virtual networks, it could be used to detect the name
based on the subnet.

• The list of virtual networks could be given to a domain expert, for example the network
manager, who is able to manually determine the names of those networks.

Clarification

Nmap Nmap does not offer information about the label or name of a network, as that is
not a technical property of the network that can be detected.

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT does not offer information about the label or name of a net-
work, as that is not a technical property of the network that can be detected. However, it is
possible for the operator of the Open-AudIT instance to give different networks a name.

Snort Snort does not offer information about the label or name of a network, as that is
not a technical property of the network that can be detected.
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Fact C4: VirtualNetwork has Subnet

Subnet
VirtualNetwork

(.id)
has

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-AudIT
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

All data source mentioned above, except the device management report, offer some form of
subnet availability. However, there are a few limitations:

• Open-Audit does not have subnet information about a device if it does not have agent
access to it. Therefore, if a device does not belong to any already known subnet, which
can also be networks that Open-AudIT detected, the IP address can not be used to
determine the subnet.
• For Nmap results, the requirement is that subnets were used as an input parameter.

This means that if Nmap was instructed to scan one or more single IP addresses, it is
not possible to know to which subnet they belong.

Procedure

Each known subnet is considered to be a separate (virtual) network. Subnets are acquired as
follows. If Open-AudIT has information about the network card of a device, it also includes
a subnet, which can be used to determine which networks exist. Additionally, Open-AudIT
provides a list of networks that it knows of, which can be a good starting point in determining
the available networks.

Nmap supports one or more subnets as input to scan those networks. These input subnets
are also used to determine which networks exist.

Finally, Snort scan results include an interface address, which can be converted to a
subnet.

All the collected subnets from above are used to determine which networks there are.
Subnets that appear multiple times result in only one VirtualNetwork instance.

Clarification

A subnet is a description of an address space. Usually one network only hands out addresses
from one address space, which is defined by the subnet. Therefore, the subnet is useful for
determining which networks exist.
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Fact C5: Each GatewayDevice is an instance of Device

GatewayDevice
Device
(.id)

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-AudIT
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

None of the data sources mentioned above offers information about whether a device is
a gateway device. As an alternative, the following sources can be used to acquire this
information:

• Management System
• Manual input
• Interview

Manual process

The information about whether a device is a gateway device can be acquired in different
ways:

• If there is a management system that contains the requested information, an importer
has to be written to extract the information from the management system.

• If there is a list of gateway devices, it could be used to detect the name based on the
IP address or hostname.

• The list of devices could be given to a domain expert, for example the network manager,
who is able to manually determine which devices are gateway devices.

Clarification

Nmap Nmap can offer information about whether a device is a gateway device, but that
will then be based on the detected operating system, for example, is it an OS that is used
by routers? As detecting operating systems is not a certain process, Nmap is not a good
source for deriving this fact.

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT does not offer information about whether a device is a gateway
device, because it is not part of the info that is collected about the network card of devices
nor the network list that Open-AudIT offers.
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Snort Snort does not offer information about whether a device is a gateway device, because
traffic that goes to or comes from a gateway device does not necessarily have the gateway
device as source or target. IP packets have the IP address of their original source or target
in them and not the IP addresses of intermediate devices.
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Fact D1: Device has Host- Name

Name
Device
(.id)

has Host-

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-AudIT
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT detects a host, use fact ‘Device has Host- Name’.
Else if A host is mentioned in the Device Management Report, use fact ‘Device has
Hostname’.
Else if Nmap detects a host, use fact ‘Host has Hostname’.

Clarification

All the sources, except Snort, are able to detect a hostname of a device, so to derive this
fact, the hostname can be taken from the first source that has detected a hostname.
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Fact D2: Device has IPAddress

Device
(.id)

IPAddress

has

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-AudIT
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT detects a host, use fact ‘Device has IPAddress’ or ‘NetworkCard has
IPvXAddress’.
Else if A host is mentioned in the Device Management Report, use fact ‘Device has
IPAddress’.
Else if Nmap detects a host, use fact ‘Host has IPAddress’.
Else if Snort detects a host, use fact ‘HostApplication has IPAddress’.

Clarification

All the sources detect devices with at least an IP address. Therefore, each source identifies
detected devices with an IPAddress, which can be used to derive this fact.
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Fact D3: Device runs OperatingSystemType

OperatingSystemType
Device
(.id)

runs

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-AudIT
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT detects a host, use fact ‘Device has OperatingSystem’ and its subfacts.
Else if Nmap detects a host, use fact ‘Host has OperatingSystemGuess’ and its subfacts.

Clarification

Open-AudIT If a Device has an OperatingSystem, it can be used to determine which
Operating System it uses. As the fields of the operating system are only filled if Open-AudIT
had access to the device, the information is correct.

Nmap If a Host has an OperatingSystemGuess, it can be used to determine which Oper-
ating System it possibly uses. However, as it is merely a guess, it is not reliable information
as it might be incorrect.

Snort Snort does not offer information about the operating system of the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic. It could be possible to analyse the IP packets and try to find OS
specific characteristics, but Snort does not offer that functionality out of the box.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about operating systems.
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Fact D4: OperatingSystemType has Name

NameOperatingSystemType

has

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT has detected an OperatingSystem, use the fact OperatingSystem has Name.
Else if Nmap has detected an OperatingSystemGuess, use the fact OperatingSystemGuess
has Description.

Clarification

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT has information about each operating system it detects on a
device or none if it did not have access. Therefore, once a connection is found between a
device and an OperatingSystem from Open-AudIT, the information about the Operating-
System can be used to fill in the name and version information about the OperatingSystem
Type.

Nmap Nmap has information about each operating system it (thinks it) detects on a host.
Therefore, once a connection is found between a host and an OperatingSystemGuess from
Nmap, the information about the OperatingSystemGuess can be used to fill in the name
and version information about the OperatingSystemType.

Snort Snort does not offer information about the operating system of the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic. It could be possible to analyse the IP packets and try to find OS
specific characteristics, but Snort does not offer that functionality out of the box.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about operating systems.
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Fact D5: OperatingSystemType has Version

OperatingSystemType Version

has

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT has detected an OperatingSystem, use the fact OperatingSystem has
Version.
Else if Nmap has detected an OperatingSystemGuess, use the fact OperatingSystem-
Class has Version. The corresponding OperatingSystemClass can be found using the fact
OperatingSystemGuess has OperatingSystemClass.

Clarification

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT has information about each operating system it detects on a
device or none if it did not have access. Therefore, once a connection is found between a
device and an OperatingSystem from Open-AudIT, the information about the Operating-
System can be used to fill in the name and version information about the OperatingSystem
Type.

Nmap Nmap has information about each operating system it (thinks it) detects on a host.
Therefore, once a connection is found between a host and an OperatingSystemGuess from
Nmap, the information about the OperatingSystemGuess can be used to fill in the name
and version information about the OperatingSystemType.

Snort Snort does not offer information about the operating system of the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic. It could be possible to analyse the IP packets and try to find OS
specific characteristics, but Snort does not offer that functionality out of the box.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about operating systems.
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Fact D6: OperatingSystemType has Family- Name

NameOperatingSystemType

has Family-

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT has detected an OperatingSystem, use the fact OperatingSystem has
Family.
Else if Nmap has detected an OperatingSystemType, use the fact OperatingSystem-
Class has Family. The corresponding OperatingSystemClass can be found using the fact
OperatingSystemGuess has OperatingSystemClass.

Clarification

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT has information about each operating system it detects on a
device or none if it did not have access. Therefore, once a connection is found between a
device and an OperatingSystem from Open-AudIT, the information about the Operating-
System can be used to fill in the family information about the OperatingSystemType.

Nmap Nmap has information about each operating system it (thinks it) detects on a host.
Therefore, once a connection is found between a host and an OperatingSystemGuess from
Nmap, the information about the OperatingSystemGuess can be used to fill in the family
information about the OperatingSystemType.

Snort Snort does not offer information about the operating system of the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic. It could be possible to analyse the IP packets and try to find OS
specific characteristics, but Snort does not offer that functionality out of the box.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about operating systems.
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Fact D7: OperatingSystemType has Group- Name

NameOperatingSystemType

has Group-

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT has detected an OperatingSystem, use fact OperatingSystem has Group.
Else if Nmap has detected an OperatingSystemType, use the fact OperatingSystemClass
has Description. The corresponding OperatingSystemClass can be found using the fact
OperatingSystemGuess has OperatingSystemClass.

Clarification

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT has information about each operating system it detects on a
device or none if it did not have access. Therefore, once a connection is found between a
device and an OperatingSystem from Open-AudIT, the information about the Operating-
System can be used to fill in the family information about the OperatingSystemType.

Nmap Nmap has information about each operating system it (thinks it) detects on a host.
Therefore, once a connection is found between a host and an OperatingSystemGuess from
Nmap, the information about the OperatingSystemGuess can be used to fill in the family
information about the OperatingSystemType.

Snort Snort does not offer information about the operating system of the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic. It could be possible to analyse the IP packets and try to find OS
specific characteristics, but Snort does not offer that functionality out of the box.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about operating systems.
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Fact D8: Device runs ApplicationType

Device
(.id)

ApplicationType !

runs

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT detects a device, use facts ‘Device has Application’, ‘Device has Service’,
‘Device has ODBCDriver’, ‘Device has SoftwareUpdate’ and their subfacts.
Else if Nmap detects a host, use fact ‘Host has OpenPort’ and its subfacts.

Clarification

Open-AudIT If a Device has an Application, ODBCDriver, a Service or Software-
Update, it can be used to determine which applications are running on the device. As this
information is only available when Open-AudIT has access to the device, this information is
correct.

Nmap If a Host has an OpenPort, it can be used to determine which applications are
running on the host and expose themselves over the network. However, this approach may
not be reliable as it depends on what a listening application responds to Nmap.

Snort Snort does not offer information about applications running on the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic other than the port number the traffic originates from. It is possible
to guess the application using a list of known ports that are used by certain applications.
However, this is not a reliable way of finding which software is running on the host, because
everyone can use almost every port for their own purposes.

Additionally, a lot of traffic goes to or comes from random ports, such as a web browser
visiting a web page. This means that reliably detecting running software on hosts is not
possible with Snort.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about applications.
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Fact D9: ApplicationType has Name

NameApplicationType !

has

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT has detected an Application, ODBCDriver, Service or SoftwareUpdate,
use the fact ‘Application/ODBCDriver/Service/SoftwareUpdate has Name’.
Else if Nmap has detected an OpenPort, use the fact OpenPort has Product- Name

Clarification

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT has information about each application, ODBC driver, service
and software update it detects on a device or none if it did not have access. Therefore, once a
connection is found between a device and one of these software types from Open-AudIT, the
information about the software type can be used to fill in the name and version information
about the ApplicationType.

Nmap Nmap has information about each application or service it (thinks it) finds on an
open port. Therefore, once a connection is found between a host and an OpenPort from
Nmap, the information about the OpenPort can be used to fill in the name and version
information about the ApplicationType.

Snort Snort does not offer information about applications running on the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic other than the port number the traffic originates from. It is possible
to guess the application using a list of known ports that are used by certain applications.
However, this is not a reliable way of finding which software is running on the host, because
everyone can use almost every port for their own purposes.

Additionally, a lot of traffic goes to or comes from random ports, such as a web browser
visiting a web page. This means that reliably detecting running software on hosts is not
possible with Snort.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about applications.
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Fact D10: ApplicationType has Version

ApplicationType ! Version

has

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

If Open-AudIT has detected an Application, ODBCDriver, Service or SoftwareUpdate,
use the fact ‘Application/ODBCDriver/Service/SoftwareUpdate has Version’.
Else if Nmap has detected an OpenPort, use the fact ‘OpenPort has Version’.

Clarification

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT has information about each application, ODBC driver, service
and software update it detects on a device or none if it did not have access. Therefore, once a
connection is found between a device and one of these software types from Open-AudIT, the
information about the software type can be used to fill in the name and version information
about the ApplicationType.

Nmap Nmap has information about each application or service it (thinks it) finds on an
open port. Therefore, once a connection is found between a host and an OpenPort from
Nmap, the information about the OpenPort can be used to fill in the name and version
information about the ApplicationType.

Snort Snort does not offer information about applications running on the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic other than the port number the traffic originates from. It is possible
to guess the application using a list of known ports that are used by certain applications.
However, this is not a reliable way of finding which software is running on the host, because
everyone can use almost every port for their own purposes.

Additionally, a lot of traffic goes to or comes from random ports, such as a web browser
visiting a web page. This means that reliably detecting running software on hosts is not
possible with Snort.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about applications.
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Fact D11: ApplicationType fulfils Function

ApplicationType !
Function
(.name)

fulfils

Data Sources

• Nmap
• Open-Audit
• Snort
• Device Management Report

Rule

The data sources mentioned above do not offer information about the function of an appli-
cation type. As an alternative, the following sources can be used to acquire this information:

• Management System
• Manual input
• Interview

Manual process

The information about the function an application type offers can be acquired in different
ways:

• If there is a management system that contains the requested information, an importer
has to be written to extract the information from the management system.

• The list of application types could be given to a domain expert, for example the em-
ployee who manages which applications are allowed/installed, who is able to manually
determine which function is offered by those application types.

Clarification

Open-AudIT Open-AudIT does not offer information about the function of an applica-
tion, as that is not a technical property of software.

Nmap Nmap does not offer information about the function of an application, as that is
not a technical property of software.

Snort Snort does not offer information about the function of an application, as that is not
reliably detectable from only the network traffic.

Device Management Report The Device Management Report example from appendix C.4
does not offer information about applications.
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Fact I1: Application is of ApplicationType

Application
(.id)

ApplicationType !

is of

Data Sources

• Nmap

• Open-Audit

• Snort

• Device Management Report

Rule

If Snort has detected a communicating application, use facts HostApplication has IP-
Address and HostApplication has Port to match the application to an application type
using information from Nmap OpenPort instances. A port could also be empty, which makes
it impossible to match an application.

Clarification

Snort Snort does not offer information about applications running on the hosts that gen-
erate the sniffed traffic other than the port number the traffic originates from. It is possible
to guess the application using a list of known ports that are used by certain applications.
However, this is not a reliable way of finding which software is running on the host, because
everyone can use almost every port for their own purposes.

Open-AudIT and Nmap In terms of whether the traffic originates due to an application
type that was detected using Nmap or Open-AudIT, however, is possible, because the port
number from the traffic can be matched to the port number of an Nmap OpenPort or to an
application detected using Open-AudIT, which may need a list of known ports used by this
application.

Limitations Because not all applications may use known ports or are detected as using a
port, this approach may not be sufficient. Alternatively, the approach could be to model a
device communicating with a device.
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Fact I2: Application is run by Device

Application
(.id)

Device
(.id)

is run by / runs

Data Sources

• Nmap

• Open-Audit

• Snort

• Device Management Report

Rule

If Snort has detected a communicating application, use the fact HostApplication has IP-
Address to find the device this application runs on. All other sources provide a list of hosts
or devices which can be matched based on the found IP address. This can be done using the
Open-Audit facts ‘Device has IPAddress’ or ‘NetworkCard has IPvXAddress’, Nmap fact
‘Host has IPAddress’ and Device Management Report fact ‘Device has IPAddress’.

Clarification

Snort Given the IP address that sends or receives the traffic, it is possible to find the
device that is responsible for this traffic by finding the device that has the same IP address
as the source or target HostApplication.
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Fact I3: Application communicates with Application

Applications communicate only with applications on a different device.
We are not interested in localhost connections.

Application
(.id)

communicates with / communicates with

Data Sources

• Nmap

• Open-Audit

• Snort

• Device Management Report

Rule

If Snort has detected a communicating application, use the the fact ‘HostApplication
communicates with HostApplication’ to find the applications communicating with each
other.

Clarification

Snort Given the an entry in the communications that Snort intercepted, it is possible to
derive this fact with the help of IP address and port information, which is already used by
Facts I1 and I2.
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B Tested Sources
This appendix describes the considerations that led to selecting the sources that were used
for the proof of concept presented by this thesis.

Using the test network described in section 6.1, the following sources were tested: Nmap,
Snort, Observium, Open-AudIT and Nagios XI. The sources that were selected are Nmap,
Open-AudIT and Snort.

• Nmap
Nmap is an active scanner that, when given an IP address or range, pings the devices
to find them. It can also find out what services and operating system are running on
discovered devices. However, this information is only limited to the open ports, the
information that the running services behind the open ports provide, publicly available
information about services that tend to use certain ports and information about how
different operating systems respond to specific network packets.

Advantages Nmap is useful for finding new devices within a given IP range or subnet
as well as checking whether a known device is still online. Nmap offers operating system
and running services detection based on responses from the host as well in addition to
XML output, which can be parsed by machines.

Disadvantages The Nmap operating system and service detection is not accurate.
As Nmap does not have access to devices itself, but can only deduce information from
communication responses, it can not reliably detect the correct information. Nmap is
also not able to detect relations between devices. It can only detect whether a device
is online or not and communicate with it, but Nmap does not scan network traffic
between other devices.

Using Nmap is useful for detecting devices and acquiring basic information about a
host, but when more accurate information is needed, Nmap is not sufficient.

• Snort
Snort is a passive scanner and intrusion detection system. As an intrusion detection
system, it is an important tool for maintaining network security. For the collection
information for a model of the network, Snort is useful as it shows communication
between devices in the network. Depending on the network traffic, Snort can also
detect what kind of service is used.

Advantages Snort can be used to identify relations between devices as the output
of Snort shows source and destination IP addresses and ports. In addition, these ports
can be used to guess which services are running on the corresponding devices. Snort
offers multiple forms of output, but the default console output can be filtered using
the grep command line utility. The result can be parsed by a custom parser.

Disadvantages Snort shows almost no information about the devices it monitors
traffic from. This is unavoidable as Snort is a passive scanner and therefore Snort can
only collect information that is within the network traffic. Being a passive scanner also
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limits the locations where Snort must listen, it must be a location where all or at least
most of the network traffic must travel.

Using Snort is useful for detecting relations between devices, but it must be located at
a point where all network traffic comes through.

• Observium
Observium is a monitoring tool that uses the SNMP protocol to monitor devices in
the network. Observium does not automatically scan the network; the user has to
add each device themselves. This process can be automated using a REST API or via
command line access using scripts.

The information collected by Observium is primarily about the hardware of the moni-
tored devices. Observium collects information about CPU usage, memory usage, disk
usage, etcetera, as well as the properties of the CPU, memory and hard drives. Addi-
tionally, the operating system is also detected.

Advantages Observium is able to detect the operating system of monitored hosts.
It also provides a REST API for convenient access to its information. It is also possible
to manipulate Observium via direct command line access.

Disadvantages The main disadvantage is that an SMTP agent is needed on each
device that is to be monitored by Observium. There is no support for agent-less
devices, which makes Observium insufficient for monitoring all devices in the network.

Even though detecting the operating system is an advantage, it is also a disadvan-
tage, because operating system detection relies on what the SNMP agent reports.
Unfortunately, the SNMP agent may report generic information that is not enough to
accurately identify the operating system. Given that an agent is required, Observium
does not add much value compared to Nmap in such cases. However, there are also
cases where the operating system is identified more accurately than Nmap.

As an active scanner, like Nmap, Observium does not detect relations between devices.

Observium is useful for monitoring devices and keeping an eye on their CPU, memory
and disk usage. However, for building a model, there is not enough information to
gather to make it an interesting tool for building a model. As Observium requires an
agent to work, it is more interesting to use a tool that collects much more information
by using an agent.

• Open-AudIT
Open-AudIT is an active scanner that is built to tell the user what is on their network,
how it is configured and when it changes [43]. Adding devices is done by starting a
discovery with an IP range, subnet or a single IP address. Open-AudIT will scan the
given range, subnet or address and add all devices it may find. Using SSH access and
audit scripts, Open-AudIT collects information from each device it finds.
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Advantages Open-AudIT can detect new devices within a given IP range or subnet.
In fact, Open-AudIT uses Nmap for the discovery of devices and then proceeds with
its own information collecting steps.

Open-AudIT is able to accurately detect the operating system and version of scanned
devices, as it can just collect that information using SSH and its audit scripts.

Due to the SSH access and audit scripts, Open-AudIT is able to detect all installed
software29 and services as well as what kind of servers are running on the host.

As an alternative to SSH access, it is also possible to have the network devices them-
selves run the audit script and report its results to Open-AudIT. Using this setup, the
devices actively report themselves to Open-AudIT instead of Open-AudIT requesting
information from the devices.

All this information is accessible by using Open-AudIT’s REST/JSON API.

Disadvantages Just like Observium, Open-AudIT depends on some form of access
to the scanned devices. In this case, Open-AudIT needs SSH access or audit scripts. As
a result, valid authentication credentials must be present in the Open-AudIT database
for the discovery process to try when setting up an SSH connection. Furthermore,
depending on the operating system, there must be an audit script present on each
scanned device.

Open-AudIT still works when SSH access and audit scripts are not available, but
in that case, the information that is collected by Open-AudIT is limited and often
inaccurate.

The final limitation is that Open-AudIT is not able to detect relations between devices,
as it only looks at hosts and not at network traffic.

Open-AudIT is a very useful tool that provides a lot of information that can be used
to build a model of a network, but it requires extensive access to the devices that are
to be part of the model.

• Nagios XI
Nagios XI is a monitoring tool. It is possible to add devices to the system by providing
an IP range or subnet. Once given, Nagios discovers any live device and the user can
add them to be monitored.

If a Nagios agent is installed, it can detect which services are running and monitor
them.

Advantages If a separate tool (Nagios Network Analyzer) is installed, Nagios XI
can detect relations between devices. However, for that purpose, one could also just
install Nagios Network Analyzer without Nagios XI.

Nagios XI also has a JSON API, which can be used to control the system.
29Given that is is installed in default locations or using a package manager.
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Disadvantages Nagios XI does not show operating system information about hosts.
Only when devices are discovered and presented to the user to be added to the system,
the operating system is mentioned. However, this information is based on Nmap and
therefore does not increase reliability. However, the information about the operating
system is nowhere to be found after the devices are added to the system.

Even though Nagios XI shows services, it does not show what services are running.
It makes a guess based on the port number, but does not identify the services, other
than reporting a response, which might, but does not necessarily, reveal the software
running behind the port. To really identify the services running, an agent is needed
on the hosts themselves.

Nagios XI is useful for monitoring devices and keeping an eye on their service. However,
for building a model, there is not enough information to gather to make it an interesting
tool for building a model.
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C Data Models
The tools mentioned above each have their own way of presenting the collected data. For
example, Nmap can output to a normal text file or an XML file, Open-AudIT provides a
REST API to access its data and Snort provides textual output when using it as a sniffer.

To create a single model of these three sources, there must be some uniform way of
accessing the collected data. This is done by creating a database that holds all the data.
This section describes the data models that describe how the collected data is stored.

C.1 Nmap Scan Result

The result of an Nmap scan is stored in the database as an Nmap scan. The Nmap scan
has a scan config and a scan result, as well as an Nmap version. Figure 20 shows the data
model of how the Nmap scan is stored with its configuration and result. A relational view
of the resulting database can be seen in appendix D.

NmapScan
(.id)

ScanResult
(.id)

ScanConfig
(.id)

Argument

IPOrSubnet

NmapCommand
(.id)

Command

Version

has / belongs to

has / belongs to

scans / is scanned by

has / is part of

does not scan

has

has Nmap-

has

Figure 20: Data model of Nmap scan

It starts with an NmapScan class. This class has a scan config (ScanConfig), a scan result
(ScanResult) and an Nmap version (Version). The Nmap version is recorded, because a
new version could bring changes that can impact the scan result significantly. Knowing the
version can impact decisions when dealing with the result and detecting changes compared
to previous models or results.

The ScanConfig class stores information about the scan. It keeps records of which IP
addresses and/or subnets were scanned as well as which IP addresses and/or subnets were
excluded from the scan. Additionally, it records a list of arguments, which were given to the
Nmap application as well as the entire Nmap command string.

The ScanResult stores information about the retrieved information. Each Nmap Scan
result is stored in the database and is represented by the ScanResult class. A scan result
has one, mandatory, timestamp and at least one or more hosts, as seen in figure 21.

These hosts are represented by the Host class. This host object has several properties.
It has an address, network distance and uptime, which are all mandatory and each host has
exactly one address, distance and uptime. It is however possible that multiple hosts have
the same address as they can be part of the same scan result. It is assumed that Nmap will
not list conflicting addresses within the same scan result.

Furthermore, each host has at least one or more Operating System Guesses. Each Operat-
ing System Guess, represented by the OperatingSystemGuess class, has a description and a
confidence percentage. This percentage indicates how sure Nmap is that a host runs the given
operating system. It is possible that multiple hosts have the same OperatingSystemGuess.
The reasoning behind that possibility is that there is not much variation between the guesses
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ScanResult
(.id)

Host
(.id)

IPAddress

OpenPort
(.id)

OperatingSystemGuess
(.id)

NetworkDistance

SystemUptime

Datetime

MACAddressDetection
(.id)

Hostname

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

Figure 21: Data model of Nmap scan result

and it saves space to only store an operating system description and confidence percentage
pair once.

As seen in figure 22, each operating system guess has one ore more OperatingSystem-
Class’es. These contain more specific information about the operating system, such as the
OS family, vendor and version. They also provide the type of the operating system as well as
the accuracy, which is often the same as the accuracy of the parent operating system guess.

A host can also have open ports, represented by the OpenPort class. As it is possible that
there are no open ports on a host, the presence of one or more open ports is not required by
the data model. As with the Operating System Guesses, multiple hosts can have the same
OpenPort. An open port has a port number, a service, a product, a version and extra info.
The service field indicates the protocol that is usually associated with the port number. The
product, version and extra info fields contain the product and version information as well as
the extra info reported by the listening application. All these fields, except the port number,
are not mandatory as not all applications necessarily provide information for these fields.

If the machine running Nmap is within the same subnets of the devices it discovers, it also
finds the MAC addresses of the devices. As it does not necessarily find these MAC addresses,
a Host is not required to have one. However, it can have at most 1 MACAddressDetection.
In contrast, it is possible that multiple hosts have the same MACAddressDetection. This
may seem unintuitive, but with each scan, hosts may be scanned once more. This results
in another host, coupled to a different scan result, that has the same MAC address. Ad-
ditionally, each MACAddressDetection has a vendor, as seen in figure 22, determined by
Nmap.

To save storage space, each OpenPort, MACAddressDetection, OperatingSystemGuess
and OperatingSystemClass must be unique. If one of these with the same information was
already stored in the database while processing a previous scan, the old record can be reused.
The connection between a Host and for example an OpenPort is stored using a combination
of keys (indexes), which allows easy reusing of old records.
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OpenPort
(.id)

Name

Version

ExtraInfo

MACAddressDetection
(.id)

Vendor

OperatingSystemGuess
(.id)

PortNumber

MACAddress

OperatingSystemClass
(.id)

Description

Accuracy

Type

Family

Description

Name

Version

Vendor

Accuracy

has Service-

has Product-

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

Figure 22: Data model of Nmap open port, MAC address and operating system guess

C.2 Open-AudIT Scan Result

The result of an Open-AudIT scan is stored as an OAScanResult, as seen in figure 23. A scan
result has exactly one date and time which is the moment the scan result was retrieved from
the REST API, which allows access to data from the Open-AudIT database. In addition, a
scan result has a list of devices and a list of networks (see figure 27).

OAScanResult
(.id)

Device
(.id)

Datetime Name

Domain

Type

Uptime

OperatingSystem
(.id)

Bios
(.id)

MotherBoard
(.id)

NetworkCard
(.id)

CPU
(.id)

GPU
(.id)

Datetime
Function

Name

IPAddress

has

has

has Device-

has Host-

has

has

has

has LastSeenOn-

has

has

hashas

has has

has

has

Figure 23: Data model of Open-AudIT scan result

Each device has a lot of properties, which are listed below. Not all properties are described
in detail in this section. Some properties are in the data model, because they can be useful
for the purpose of using the model for cyber security analysis. However, they are not used
in the final model and described separately in appendix E.
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• DeviceName
Name of the device. Can be customised by the operator of the Open-AudIT instance.
• HostName

Hostname of the device.
• Domain

Network domain to which the device belongs. Relevant for Windows devices.
• Type

What type of device this is. Type can be things like Computer, Firewall, Router,
etcetera.
• Uptime

Shows how long the device is already running.
• LastSeenOnDatetime

The moment that the device was last scanned or queried by Open-AudIT.
• IPAddress

The IP address of the device.
• Function

The function of the device. Must be manually inputted by the operator of the Open-
AudIT instance.
• OperatingSystem

Information about the operating system that runs on the device. See figure 24.
• NetworkCard

Information about the network cards of the device. See figure 25.
• Bios

Information about the BIOS of the device. See figure 31 in appendix E.
• CPU

Information about the CPU of the device. See figure 32 in appendix E.
• GPU

Information about the GPU of the device. See figure 32 in appendix E.
• MotherBoard

Information about the mother board of the device. See figure 33 in appendix E.

For all these properties, it is always the case that each device can have at most one
value for this property, or if a property is required, exactly one. The only exception is
NetworkCard, for which only one Device can have that network card, though a device can
have more than one network card.

OperatingSystem
(.id)

Group

Family

Version

Name

has

has

has

has

Figure 24: Data model of Open-AudIT operating system
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Open-AudIT detects the name, version, operating system group and operating system
family of a device. Figure 24 shows how this information is represented in the data model.
This information is only available if Open-AudIT had access to the device itself. If the
information is found, all fields of the Operating System must be filled. Additionally, if an
operating system is already present in the database, the existing record is reused. If Open-
AudIT did not have access to the device, Open-AudIT is not able to determine the operating
system information.

If Open-AudIT has access to a device, it can also collect information about the network
cards of the device, which is for example useful to detect whether the device is connected
to multiple networks. Furthermore, the network card also provides extra information about
each connected network.

NetworkCard
(.id)

MACAddress

Server

Connection

IPv4Address

IPv6Address

Manufacturer

Model

Server

Domain

Type

Name

IPv4Subnet

IPv6Subnet

has

has

has

has DHCP-

has Host-

has DNS-

has DNS-

has

has

has

has

is connected

has

has

Figure 25: Data model of Open-AudIT network card

The NetworkCard class offers a lot of information about the network cards of a device, as
seen in figure 25, such as IP information: IP address, subnet, DNS server and domain, DHCP
server, Ethernet type. Furthermore, the Connection field stores the physical hardware device
(such as en0). Also the manufacturer and model are available, as well as the MAC address.
Finally, there is a boolean indicating whether the network card is connected to a network.
In all cases, a NetworkCard can have at most one value for each property or exactly one
value for the required properties.

In addition to hardware information, Open-AudIT also offers information about software
running on a device, which is represented in figure 26. There are four types of software that
is recorded: regular applications, services, ODBC drivers and software updates. The latter
two are only collected on Windows devices.
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Device
(.id)

Application
(.id)

ODBCDriver
(.id)

SoftwareUpdate
(.id)

Service
(.id)

StartMode

Name

Name

Name

Name

Description

Version

Version

Versionhas

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

has

is running or active

Figure 26: Data model of Open-AudIT software detections

Open-AudIT stores a name and version of each of the types of software it detects, except
services. Services have a name and description and a start mode, which is either the file
name of the service definition (Linux) or whether the service is running automatically or
needs manual starting and stopping (Windows). Services also have a boolean indicating
whether the service is currently active (Linux) or running (Windows).

For all these software types, there can at most be one value or each property or exactly
one if it is required. Additionally, if there already exists a record in the database with
identical information, the old record is reused.

OAScanResult
(.id)

Network
(.id)

Device
(.id)

Subnet

Name

has

has

has

has

Figure 27: Data model of Open-AudIT networks

In addition to a list of devices, an Open-AudIT scan result also has a list of networks, as
represented in figure 27. These networks have a name, which can be set by the operator of
the Open-AudIT instance and the subnet that defines the network. Additionally, it is also
possible to retrieve a list of devices that belong to that network.

Networks with the same name and the same subnet are allowed in the database, because
they belong to a different scan result. They can not be reused, because the list of devices in
the network is not necessarily the same over different scan results.
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C.3 Snort Scan Result

The results of a Snort scan are stored as a SnortScan in the database. A Snort scan has
a start and end date and time, which indicate the time window in which the (passive) scan
was running. A Snort scan also has an interface address, which is the interface address on
the network card that Snort was listening on. This interface address can be used to acquire
the subnet to which the interface belongs, which can be used to identify devices being part
of a network.

HostApplication
(.id)

IPAddress

Port

Datetime

SnortScan
(.id)

Datetime

InterfaceAddress

Source- … communicates with Target- …

has

has

detected

has Start-

has End-

has

Figure 28: Data model of Snort scan result

In the proof of concept, we are only interested in the communication between devices
when we use Snort. Therefore, the data that Snort produces is reduced to the form shown
in listing 1. This data contains a timestamp, showing when the communication happened
and the information about the source and target device, which both have an IP address and
port number.

Listing 1: Example of Snort data
05/07-11:30:06.591994 192.168.11.12:8301 -> 192.168.10.200:8301
05/07-11:30:06.699137 192.168.11.10 -> 172.217.17.131
05/07-11:30:06.707212 172.217.17.131 -> 192.168.11.10
05/07-11:30:06.810523 10.0.0.6:8301 -> 192.168.11.9:8301
05/07-11:30:06.878647 192.168.11.10:8301 -> 10.0.0.5:8301
05/07-11:30:07.043559 192.168.11.11:8301 -> 10.0.0.5:8301
05/07-11:30:07.092909 192.168.11.12:8301 -> 10.0.0.5:8301
05/07-11:30:07.093375 192.168.11.12:8301 -> 10.0.0.6:8301

In addition, a Snort scan has a list of host applications. These are all the IP address and
port combinations that were detected in the sniffed traffic. Both the source and target device
are represented as a HostApplication in the data model, because it is an application that
causes the communication to happen. Each host application communicates with another
host application, which is represented by the ‘Source- ... communicates with Target- ...’
relation. This relation can be used to retrieve a list of host applications that the current
host application communicated with.

C.4 Device Management Report

It is possible to use a device management system to get a more complete model. For exam-
ple, the function of a device is something that can not be determined by a scanner. This
information can however be stored in a device management system (of which Open-AudIT
is an example) and be used to populate the model.
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The Device Management Report is used to simulate a report from an arbitrary device
management system. The Device Management Report is a CSV file with the corresponding
information. Figure 29 shows the simple data model for a Device Management Report.

DeviceManagementReport
(.id)

DateTime

Device
(.id)

Hostname

IPAddress

Function
(.name)

CompanyIdentifier

is processed on

has

has

has

has

has

Figure 29: Data model of Device Management Report

A Device Management Report is stored as a DeviceManagementReport and has a date
and time that indicate the moment the file was processed. In addition, it has a list of devices,
all of which have a company identifier, hostname, IP address and one or more functions.

Listing 2: Example of Device management CSV file
CompanyIdentifier,Hostname,IPAddress,Functions
nmapScanner,nmapScanner,10.0.0.3,Scanning network
openAudITScanner,openAudITScanner,10.0.0.5,Scanning network
snortScanner,snortScanner,10.0.0.201,Passive scanning|Being a gateway
snortScanner,snortScanner,192.168.11.201,Passive scanning|Being a gateway
snortScanner,snortScanner,192.168.10.201,Passive scanning|Being a gateway
ordinaryHost2,ordinaryHost2,192.168.11.10,Webserver
ordinaryHost4,ordinaryHost4,192.168.11.12,Mailserver

Listing 2 shows an example CSV file that could be used as input for the model generation.
The company identifier is the same as the hostname is this case, but that is not necessary for
the CSV file to be used. Multiple functions can be separated by a vertical bar character.
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D Nmap Relational View
Figure 30 shows a relational view of the Nmap Scan database. It shows the tables and
columns that form the database.

ScanResult
PK : scanResultId : int

datetime : timestamp

U1, FK1 : nmapScanId : int

Host
PK : hostId : int

IPAddress : varchar

networkDistance : int

FK1 : scanResultId : int

systemUptime : int

FK2 : MACAddressDetectionId : int

OpenPort
PK : openPortId : int

U1 : portNumber : int

U1 : extraInfo : varchar
U1 : productName : varchar
U1 : serviceName : varchar
U1 : version : varchar

HostHasOpenPort
PK, FK1 : hostId : int

PK, FK2 : openPortId : int

OperatingSystemGuess
PK : operatingSystemGuessId : int

U1 : accuracy : int

U1 : description : varchar

HostHasOperatingSystemGuess
PK, FK1 : hostId : int

PK, FK2 : operatingSystemGuessId : int

MACAddressDetection
PK : MACAddressDetectionId : int

U1 : MACAddress : varchar

U1 : vendor : varchar

HostHasHostname
PK, FK1 : hostId : int

PK : hostname : varchar

OperatingSystemClass
PK : operatingSystemClassId : int

U1 : accuracy : int

U1 : description : varchar

U1 : type : varchar

U1 : family : varchar
U1 : vendor : varchar
U1 : version : varchar

OperatingSystemGuessHasOperatingSystemClass
PK, FK2 : operatingSystemClassId : int

PK, FK1 : operatingSystemGuessId : int

NmapScan
PK : nmapScanId : int

nmapVersion : varchar

ScanConfig
PK : scanConfigId : int

FK2 : nmapCommandId : int

U1, FK1 : nmapScanId : int

ScanConfigScansIPOrSubnet
PK : IPOrSubnet : varchar

PK, FK1 : scanConfigId : int

ScanConfigDoesNotScanIPOrSubnet
PK : IPOrSubnet : varchar

PK, FK1 : scanConfigId : int

NmapCommand
PK : nmapCommandId : int

command : varchar

NmapCommandHasArgument
PK : argument : varchar

PK, FK1 : nmapCommandId : int

Figure 30: Relational view of the Nmap Scan database
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E Open-AudIT Scan Result extra properties
The Open-AudIT scan result is already described in appendix C.2. The purpose of this
appendix is to describe the device properties that are not directly relevant to the thesis
proof of concept.

Bios
(.id)

Manufacturer

Description

Revision

Version

Version

has

has

has SM-

has

has

Figure 31: Data model of Open-AudIT bios

As seen in figure 31, Open-AudIT stores the manufacturer and a description about the
BIOS. Furthermore, there is version information, such as BIOS version, SM version and
which revision the BIOS is.

CPU
(.id)

Architecture

GPU
(.id)

Description

Manufacturer

Manufacturer

Model

has

has

has

has

has

Figure 32: Data model of Open-AudIT CPU and GPU

Open-AudIT also collects CPU and GPU information, as seen in figure 32. From the
CPU it collects the description, architecture and manufacturer and from the GPU it collects
the manufacturer and model. Open-AudIT also collects the manufacturer, model and version
of the motherboard that is used by the device (figure 33).
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MotherBoard
(.id)

Model

Manufacturer

Version

has

has

has

Figure 33: Data model of Open-AudIT motherboard

It is also possible to collect information about users from the Open-AudIT instance
(figure 34). Open-AudIT has a list of all users on the device and their properties. For
Windows, their is more information to collect, such as password policies, but a username
and type is available for both systems.

Device
(.id)

DeviceUser
(.id)

Status

Password
(.id)

Name

Name

Description

Type

Domain

has

has User-

has Full-

has

has User-

has

has is changeable

expires periodically

is required

has

Figure 34: Data model of Open-AudIT user

In all of the above cases, their is an external uniqueness constraint to indicate that a
record may only exist once in the database. As the information collected about the hardware
and users is static information, it can be reused by subsequent scan results. Therefore,
duplicate information is avoided to save storage space.
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F Open-AudIT Relational View
Figure 35 shows a relational view of the Open-AudIT Scan database. It shows the tables
and columns that form the database.
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Figure 35: Relational view of the Open-AudIT Scan database
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G Snort Relational View
Figure 36 shows a relational view of the Snort Scan database. It shows the tables and
columns that form the database.

HostApplication
PK : hostApplicationId : int

IPAddress : varchar

FK1 : snortScanId : int

port : int

SnortScan
PK : snortScanId : int

endDatetime : timestamp

interfaceAddress : varchar

startDatetime : timestamp

HostCommunication
PK, FK2 : hostApplicationId1 : int

PK, FK1 : hostApplicationId2 : int

Figure 36: Relational view of the Snort Scan database
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